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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The concept of orbifold (or V-manifold) was introduced by Satake as a natural gen

eralization of manifold. While manifolds are locally modeled on JR.n, orbifolds are 

locally modeled on JR.n modulo the action by a finite group. For example, the quo

tient M/f of a manifold by a discrete group r acting properly discontinuously admits 

an orbifold structure, and any orbifold Q that can be realized as a global quotient 

Q = M/f in this way is called good or developable. Note that not all orbifolds are 

good: the Zn-teardrop from Section 2.6 is an example of a bad orbifold. 

The study of orbifolds was initiated by Satake [Sal, Sa2] in the 1950s and was 

furthered by Kawasaki [Ka] and Thurston, who was used them in his study of the hy

perbolization problem for 3-manifolds [Tl, Sc]. This traditional approach to orbifolds 

is presented in Chapter 2. 

Orbifolds occur in many other branches of mathematics, such as string theory and 

algebraic geometry. For example, the Deligne-Mumford compactification .419 of the 

moduli space of stable curves of genus g is naturally an orbifold. From this perspec

tive, an orbifold is a special kind of groupoid (or stack). This groupoid approach is 

the basis for the modern perspective on orbifolds presented in Chapter 3. 

What is a groupoid? The formal definition (a small category in which all arrows 

are invertible) is not so intuitive. It is perhaps better to think of a groupoid as 

something that generalizes both the concept of a group and that of an equivalence 
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relation. A groupoid C# over a space X consists of a collection of arrows g E C# with 

source x E X and target y E X. Here, the arrow g is viewed as identifying source 

x and target y, hence a groupoid gives rise to an equivalence relation on X. The 

advantage of using groupoids is that in addition to telling us when two elements are 

equivalent, they also keep track of the different ways in which two elements can be 

equivalent. This is the crucial property of groupoids which Grothendieck utilized 

in his construction of fine moduli stacks and which Connes used to give a unified 

framework for the study of operator algebras, foliations, and index theory that occur 

in noncommutative geometry. 

In Chapter 3, we use the pseudogroup of local homeomorphisms to explain how 

to go from the traditional notion of an orbifold to a groupoid and back. From this 

perspective, every orbifold Q can be represented by a proper, etale groupoid (C#, X) 

well defined up to Morita equivalence. Many intrinsic properties of the orbifold only 

become apparent by passing to a representative groupoid (C#, X). This observation is 

the basis for several important developments, including the orbifold cohomology and 

orbifold Gromov-Witten theories recently introduced by Chen and Ruan [CR]. 

The main result of this thesis, which is presented in Chapter 4, is a new proof of 

a theorem of Gromov stating that any complete Riemannian orbifold of nonpositive 

curvature is developable. This result is closely related to the classical result (proved 

for instance in [E]) that a complete, connected n-dimensional manifold of constant 

curvature K has universal cover isometric to spherical, Euclidean, or hyperbolic space 

depending on whether K > 0, K = 0, or K < 0, respectively. Extending these ideas, 

Thurston proved developability of orbifolds with geometric structures (including those 

with metrics of constant curvature) in [Tl], and Gromov's developability theorem is 

a deep generalization of Thurston's. 

In [BH] Bridson and Haefliger prove Gromov's theorem by proving a more general 

developability result for groupoids of local isometries. In this thesis, we give a proof 

that is quite different from that in [BH] in that we work entirely within the context 

of Riemannian orbifolds. 

Here is an outline our proof, which is explained fully in Chapter 4. We first prove 
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an orbifold analogue of the Hopf-Rinow theorem that Q is complete if and only if 

it is geodesically complete. We then introduce the notion of Jacobi fields, conjugate 

points, and poles for Q, and we relate these to the curvature condition by proving 

that any point in Q is a pole provided the metric on Q has nonpositive curvature. 

The final step in the proof is to show that the exponential map is a covering map. 

We close the paper with a brief discussion on loop groupoids of orbifolds, paying 

particular attention to good orbifolds, and we also present some interesting problems 

on orbifold Morse theory and existence of closed geodesics of positive length. 



Chapter 2 

Orbifolds 

In this chapter we describe the category of orbifolds in the traditional approach. Our 

first definition for orbifolds is essentially the one introduced by Satake in [Sal). We 

distinguish a special class of orbifold maps called good maps under which bundles 

pull back nicely. These maps were introduced by Chen and Ruan in [ CR), and they 

correspond to the morphisms in the category of proper etale groupoids which will be 

introduced in section 3.2. 

In the first section we recall some definitions and immediate proprieties of properly 

discontinuous group actions on topological (or smooth) manifolds. We prove there 

(in the smooth case see Proposition 2.1.6) that if a finite group acts (effectively) by 

diffeomorphisms of a connected manifold, then the set of points with trivial isotropy 

group is open and dense. In section 2.2 we give the classical definition of orbifolds and 

an important class of orbifolds, developable orbifolds, i.e. orbifolds which are global 

quotients of manifolds by groups acting properly discontinuously (Proposition 2.2.3). 

We also define maps between orbifolds, as well as the tangent space to an orbifold. 

We see that as in the manifold case, any differentiable orbifold with paracompact base 

space admits a Riemannian metric (Proposition 2.6.1) and we describe a way to define 

on Riemannian orbifolds objects familiar from Riemannian geometry of manifolds. At 

the end of this chapter we give a description of the universal cover and of the orbifold 

fundamental group for 2-dimensional orbifolds and we introduce the Euler number of 

4 
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a compact orbifold. 

The material in this chapter is well-known and there are many excellent sources. 

Besides the original work of Sa take [Sal] and Thurston [Tl], other good references are 

chapter 6 in [K], section 2.4 in [MM], the appendix of [CR] (for a somewhat different 

approach), and the article of Scott [Sc] which gives a detailed presentation of the 

geometric structure of 2-dimensional orbifolds. 

2.1 Group actions 

In this section we briefly recall some facts from the theory of group actions on a 

topological spaces and smooth manifold and we will mainly focus on the properly 

discontinuous actions (see below and also Proposition 2.1.2). A useful special case of 

a discontinuous action is the action of a finite group on a Hausdorff topological space 

and as we will see in the next section this will play an important role in understanding 

local properties of orbifolds. For a more detailed introduction to actions of discrete 

groups the reader may consult [B] and [T2]. 

We will begin with some formal definitions. Suppose r is a group and M is a 

topological space or a smooth manifold. 

Definition 2.1.1. An action of r on M is a map r x M -+ M, (!', x) ~---+ "f.X such 

that, for all x E M 

(i) (!' · 8).x = "f.(8.x) for all "f, 8 E r, and 

(ii) l.x = X, where 1 E r is the identity element. 

The first rule says that two elements of r, acting successively, act as the product 

of two elements, and the second says that the identity of the group acts as identity. 

There are some standard notions associated with such an action. For x E M, the 

set r(x) = {"f.XI 'Y E r} ~Miscalled the orbit of X. We can introduce a relation 

on M by x rv y if and only if x and y are on the same orbit. It is easy to check that 

this is an equivalence relation. The space of equivalence classes of points of M will 
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be called the space of orbits and will be denoted M jr (we agree to denote it like this 

even if the action here is considered from the left). 

The elements of r which leave an element X E M fixed form a subgroup r X = { "( E 

rj "(.X = x} called the isotropy group at x. It is easy to see that if x andy are on the 

same orbit, say y = "f. X, then their isotropy groups are conjugate, r y = "f.r x·'Y-1, and 

in fact any conjugate subgroup to r x occurs as an isotropy group r y to some element 

y E r (X). If r X = r' then X is said to be a fixed point of the action. The set of fixed 

points of the action is often denoted Mr. A subset N c M is called r -invariant if it 

is left invariant by the action of r, i.e. "f.N = N for every 'Y E r. 
An action can be thought of as a homomorphism from r into S ( M), the symmetric 

group of M (i.e. the group of bijections from M to itself). We say that r acts by 

homeomorphisms if there is a homomorphism p: r---+ Homeo(M), where Homeo(M) 

denotes the group of homeomorphisms of M with the group law given by composition 

of maps. The action is said to be by di.ffeomorphisms if the above homomorphism is 

defined into Diffeo(M), the subgroup of diffeomorphisms of M. In what follows we 

will consider this kind of action. 

Here are some basic properties of group actions: 

(i) The action of r on M is called effective if no element of the group, besides the 

identity element, fixes all the elements of the space, i.e. 

nrx={l}, 
xEM 

or equivalently if the r ---+ Diffeo( M) is a monomorphism. In this case we can 

regard r as a group of diffeomorphisms. 

(ii) The action of r on M is called free if no point of M is fixed by an element of 

r other than the identity, or equivalently if the map 

r X M---+ M X M, ("!,x) f---7 ("f.x,x) is injective 

in the sense that "(.X= x implies 'Y = 1 for any"( and any x. 
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(iii) The action of r on M is called discrete if r is a discrete subgroup of the group 

of homeomorphisms ( diffeomorphisms) with the compact-open topology. 

(iv) The action of r on M is said to have discrete orbits if every x E M has a 

neighborhood U such that the set { 1' E rj ')'.X E U} is finite. 

(v) The action of ron Miscalled discontinuous if every x E M has a neighborhood 

U such that the set { 1' E fi')'.U n U =J 0} is finite. 

(vi) Assume now that M is locally compact. The action of ron Miscalled properly 

discontinuous if for any compact sets K 1, K 2 in M, the set { 1' E rj ')'.K1 n K 2 =J 

0} is finite, or equivalently if the map 

r X M-+ M X M, (1', x) 1---+ ('!'.x, x) is proper. 

Recall that a map is proper if the preimages of compact sets are compact. Here 

r is assumed endowed with the discrete topology. Recall also that a proper map 

between locally compact Hausdorff spaces is closed. 

Note that on a locally compact space any properly discontinuous action is discon

tinuous and any discontinuous action has discrete orbits, but the converses are not 

true in general. 

The following characterization of properly discontinuously actions will be useful 

(see also section 3.5 in [T2]). 

Proposition 2.1.2. The action of a group r on a locally compact space X is properly 

discontinuous if and only if all of the following hold: 

(i) the space of orbits M jr is Hausdorff with the quotient topology; 

(ii) each x E M has finite isotropy group; 

(iii) each X E M has a r x-invariant neighborhood u such that r X = { 1' E rj ')'.U n 
u =J 0}. 
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Proof. (::::}) (i) Let x and x' be points in M with distinct orbits of r and let K be 

a compact neighborhood of x. Since, by hypothesis, the set {I' E fl J'.X' E K} is 

finite we can find a neighborhood U of x which is disjoint from the orbit of x'. Then 

U,Eri'·U is a f-invariant neighborhood of x which does not contain x' (so it does not 

intersect the orbit through x'). Similarly we can find a f-invariant neighborhood of 

x' which does not contain x, hence M jr is Hausdorff with the quotient topology. 

(ii) is immediate from the definition by considering K 1 = K 2 = {x}. 

(iii) Let K 1 = { x} and K 2 be a compact neighborhood of x. Since the action is 

properly discontinuous, the set { /' E fl J'.X E K2} is finite and contains f x· Thus 

we can find a compact neighborhood of x, say K~ such that {I' E f!J'.X E KD = 

rx. Consider now the set K = U,Erx ')'.K~ which is a compact and rx-invariant 

neighborhood of x. Applying the definition for K 1 = K 2 = K, the set {I' E f!J'.K n 

K =/= 0} is finite and contains r x· Then we can find a neighborhood of x in K, say 

U', such that {I' E fii'·U' n U' =/= 0} = fx and by taking U = U,Erx J'.U' we obtain 

the r x-invariant satisfying (iii). 

(-¢::) By (i), for any x, x' E M such that x and x' are not on the same orbit there are 

neighborhoods U and U' such that ')'.U n U' = 0 for any I' E r. If x and x' are on 

the same orbit, then we can find neighborhoods of x and x', say U and U', such that 

the set {I' E fl ')'.U n U' =!= 0} is finite and in fact that it has the cardinality equal 

to the order of the isotropy group of x (or x'). Indeed, assume that x = 8.x' for some 

8 tj. r x, and consider U to be a neighborhood of x as given by (iii) and U' to be 8.U. 

Then {I' E fil'.u n U' =1= 0} ={I' E fil'.u n 8.U =1= 0} ={I' E f1 u n (1'-1
. 8).U =1= 

0} = 8.r x which by (ii) is finite. Thus, for any x, x' E M we can find neighborhoods 

U and U' such that {1'1 r.UnU' =!= 0} is at most finite. Let now K be any compact in 

M. Then K x K is compact in M x M and so has a finite cover with sets of the form 

U x U' where { 1'1 f.U n U' =/= 0} is finite. Therefore the set {I' E fl f.K n K =/= 0} 

is finite, i.e. the action is properly discontinuous. 0 

Remark 2.1.3. In the above proposition, if the action is free and the space M is a 

smooth manifold, then M jr is also a smooth manifold and the map M - M jr is a 

covering. 
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Consider now a smooth manifold Manda group r acting by diffeomorphisms on 

it. Note that the action of r on M induces an action on the tangent bundle T M 

defined by 1·V := (d1)x.V, for any 1 E r, v E TxM, X E M. It is well known that 

if the manifold M is connected and paracompact, it admits a Riemannian metric. 

In the case when the action of r on M is proper one can prove that there exists a 

f-invariant Riemannian metric on M. In the special case when r is a finite subgroup 

of Diffeo(M) we have the following. 

Lemma 2.1.4. Let M be a connected paracompact differentiable manifold and r 
be a finite subgroup of Diffeo(M) acting on M. Then there exists a r -invariant 

Riemannian metric on M. 

Proof. Choose a Riemannian metric g on M and define a new one by averaging g 

over r: 
1 

Px(v,w) = 1fl Lg7 .x('Y.v,1.w) 
7 Er 

for any v, wE TxM and any x EM. Then pis a Riemannian metric on M and it is 

r-invariant. D 

Recall that for X E M the isotropy group r X is the subgroup of r of the elements 

which leave x fixed. If r x is non trivial we say that x is a singular point. The collection 

of all singular points in M is denoted ~r and is called the singular set of M. Let 

1 E rand denote ~7 = {x E Ml1.x = x} the subset of M which is fixed by 1· Then 

the singular set is 

~r = {X E Ml r X =I= 1} = u ~/'" 
7 Er,7 ;61 

We say that a subset S of M is r -stable if it is connected and if for any 1 E r we 

have either 1.8 = S or 1·8 n S = 0. The isotropy group of the f-stable set S 

is r s = { 1 E fl 1· S = S}. Note that the r -stable subsets of M are exactly the 

connected components off-invariant subsets of M and the following holds. 

Proposition 2.1.5. Iff is finite, for any x E M there exists an arbitrarily small open 

r -stable neighborhood s of X such that r X = r s (compare with (iii) in Proposition 

2.1.2). Hence, the open f-stable subsets of M form a basis for the topology of M. 
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Proposition 2.1.6. Let M be a connected, paracompact smooth manifold and r a 

finite subgroup of Diffeo(M). Then I':r is a closed set with empty interior. Moreover, 

the homomorphism dx : r X ----+ Aut(TxM) is injective for every X E M. 

Proof. The set 

I':r = u I':-y = {x E Ml ::lf' E r,/' =J 1 such that f'.X = x} 
--rEr,--r# 

is obviously closed. It is the finite union of the sets of fixed points of a diffeomorphism, 

which are closed. An alternative way of seeing this is the following. Consider a 

sequence of points (xn) in I':r which converges to a point x in M (we will prove that 

x E I':r). Since each Xn is in I':r we can form a sequence of elements of r, f'n such 

that f'n.Xn = Xn and l'n =J 1 for any n. But r is finite, so f'n contains at least a 

constant subsequence which we will denote again f'n and assume f'n = f' =J 1 for any 

n. The corresponding subsequence of Xn converges to x and moreover the sequence 

f'n·Xn = f'·Xn converges to f'.X. But f'n·Xn = Xn for any n so f'n·Xn converges to x 

also. Since the quotient space is Hausdorff we have that f'.X = x and since f' =J 1 we 

conclude that x E I':r. 

Let's prove now that it has empty interior. Consider the r-invariant Riemannian 

metric on M given by the above lemma, and consider the exponential map associated 

with this metric. Then, for each x E M there are c > 0 and open neighborhood of x, 

U such that 

expx : B(O, c) ----+ U 

is a diffeomorphism from the c-ball centered at the origin in the tangent space TxM 

to u. Since the metric is r-invariant, the action of the isotropy group r X on the 

tangent space at x is orthogonal, i.e. (df')x is an orthogonal transformation of TxM, 

and 

for any I' E r X. In particular' if ( df') X = id then the restriction I' I u = id. Since M is 

connected this implies I' = 1. To see this, consider the set 

A= {y E Ml f'.Y = y and (df')y = id}. 
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Then, A =I 0 (since x E A) and it is obviously closed. It is also open. If we assume 

that y E A then the condition "Y·Y = y implies that "Y E r y and the condition that 

( d"'f )y = id implies that the restriction of "'( to an open neighborhood of y is 1. Hence 

the whole neighborhood of y is contained in A, i.e. A is open. The connectedness of 

M implies A= M and so,"'(= 1 on M. 

This proves that dx : r X --+ Aut(TxM) is injective, which in particular implies 

that 2':-y has empty interior, for any "'( =j:.l. Indeed, let x E 2':-y and assume that there 

exists an open neighborhood U of x in 2':-y. Then the restriction "'flu = 1 and as we 

have seen this implies "Y = 1 on M. Since r is finite, :Er has empty interior also and 

the proof is complete. D 

Remark 2.1. 7. The above proposition implies that the only diffeomorphism of finite 

order on a connected manifold which fixes an open set is the identity. 

Proposition 2.1.8. Let M be a connected, paracompact smooth manifold, r a finite 

subgroup of Diffeo(M) and 'P the natural projection M--+ Mjr. Let V be a nonempty, 

open, connected subset of M and f : V --+ M a diffeomorphism onto its image such 

that 'P o f = 'PI v. Then there exists a unique "'( E r such that f = "'(I v. 

Proof Consider on M a f-invariant Riemannian metric given by Lemma 2.1.4. By 

the previous result, the set M0 = M\:Er is open and dense in M. For any x E VnM0 , 

the condition 'Pof = 'Piv implies that there is a unique"'( E r such that f(x) ="'(.X and 

on a sufficiently small connected neighborhood of x in V n M 0 we have (df)x = (d"'f)x· 

Since the metric is f-invariant, (df)x preserves also the metric. So, the restriction of 

f to V n M 0 is a Riemannian isometry. Since V n M 0 is dense in V, by continuity f 
is a Riemannian isometry on V and f ="'(on a neighborhood of x in V. But Vis 

connected, therefore the two isometries f and "Yiv are equal. D 

Remark 2.1.9. The last two results are still true in the case where M is assumed 

to be a connected topological manifold and r a finite subgroup of Homeo( M). This 

fact is a consequence of a result of Newman (see [T1] and the references there) which 

states that a nontrivial homeomorphism of a manifold which fixes an open set cannot 

have finite order (compare with Remark 2.1.7). 
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2.2 Traditional approach to orbifolds 

In the following sections we present the definitions and the basic properties of orb

ifolds from a traditional approach. The point of view here is that an orbifold structure 

generalizes the manifold topological (differentiable) structure by allowing mild singu

larities. They are locally modeled by open sets in JRn modulo an action of some finite 

group of homeomorphisms or diffeomorphisms. Moreover the group is not fixed and 

can be changed as we pass from one point of the orbifold to another. An isomorphism 

of coordinate neighborhoods corresponds to equivariant actions of the same group on 

JRn. 

We begin with the formal definition of an orbifold as given in [Tl]. 

Definition 2.2.1. A topological (differentiable) n-dimensional orbifold Q consists of 

a Hausdorff space, denoted IQI and called the underlying space of Q, together with an 

additional structure given by the following 

(i) a countable basis of open sets {Ui}iE1 which is closed under finite intersections 

and such that IQI = uiEJ Ui; 

(ii) to each Ui is associated a finite group ri, an action of ri on some open subset 

fJi of JRn by homeomorphisms ( diffeomorphisms) and a homeomorphism 'Pi : 

fJdri- ui; 

(iii) whenever ui ~ uj' there is a monomorphism 

which induces an isomorphism between {"Y E fil "Y·fji = fJi} and {"Y E fjl "Y·fjj = 

fJj}, and a >..irequivariant (smooth) embedding 

(i.e., for any "Y E ri, 'Pii("Y.?if) = >..ij("Y).(pij(x) for all x E Ui) such that the 

following diagram commutes 
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ui 
'Pii 

ui 

! ! 
Ui/fi 

'Pii = 'Pii ;r i 
ui;ri 

! -\ii 
'Pi ui;ri 

! 'Pi 

ui 
c 

ui 

Note that the actions of the ri's on U/s can be always assumed to be effective. 

Indeed, the set of elements in the group which act trivially form a normal subgroup 

and the action of the quotient is effective with the same space of orbits. Then each 

ri can be regarded as a finite subgroup of Homeo(Ui) in the topological case and of 

Diffeo(Ui) in the differentiable case. In literature, an orbifold for which each ri acts 

effectively is referred as a reduced orbifold. 

The triple (Ui, Ui/C, 'Pi) as in (ii) is called an orbifold coordinate chart over Ui or 

uniformizing system of Ui and the pair (-\ii, 'Pii) : (Ui, Ui/fi, 'Pi) -+ (Ui, Ui/fi, 'Pi) as 

in (iii) an injection between charts. 

Remark 2.2.2. It easy to see that the composition of two injections is again an 

injection. We regard the maps 'Pii as being defined up to compositions with elements 

ofri and the maps Aii as being defined up to conjugation by elements ofri in the sense 

that if'"'/ is an element of ri then T'Pii and '"'f·Aii·'"Y- 1 also satisfy the requirements in 

(iii) of the definition above. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.8 in the smooth 

case and of Remark 2.1.9 in the topological case. Moreover if (Aij, 'Pii) and (-\~i' (p~j) 

denote two injections between the same orbifold charts, then there is a unique'"'/ E rj 

such that (p~i = '"'(. 'Pii and in this case -\~j = '"'( · Aii · '"'(-1
. In particular if i = j, 'Pii is 

an element '"'/i E C and then -\ii is just conjugation with '"'/i· In general it is not true 

that whenever Ui c Ui c Uk we have 'Pik o 'Pii = 'Pik, but there exists an element 
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As in the manifold case, the covering {Ui}i is not an intrinsic part of the orbifold 

structure. Two coverings will give the same orbifold structure if they can be consis

tently combined to give a covering which still satisfies the properties (ii) and (iii). 

By an orbifold one should understand the orbifold with the structure given by a such 

maximal cover. 

We begin with the simplest examples of orbifolds, more interesting examples are 

given in 2.6.4. 

Proposition 2.2.3. Let r be a group acting properly discontinuously on a manifold 

M. Then the quotient space M /f has a natural orbifold structure. 

Proof. We have seen already, in Proposition 2.1.2 (i), that under these assumptions 

the quotient space M jr is Hausdorff. We will construct an orbifold atlas for M /f, 
02/ satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) in definition. 

Let 1r : M -t M jr denote the quotient map and let x E M jr. Choose x E M 

such that 7r(x) =X and let r:v = { "( E fl "'(.X= x} denote the isotropy group of x. By 

Proposition 2.1.2 (iii), there exists an open connected neighborhood of x, U:r which 

is invariant to f:r and disjoint from its translates by elements of r not in f:r. Then 

the restriction 

1rlu:r : fix--tUx := fi:v/f:r 

is a homeomorphism. Let 02/ be a maximal atlas on M. By eventually shrinking U:r, 

we can assume that fix-E f7 and so there is a homeomorphism <p: fix- -t <p(fi:r) C 1Rn. 

Then the composition 

is again a homeomorphism. 

Hence {Uxl x E M/f} forms an open cover for M/f and each Ux has an uniformiz

ing system by (Ux, <p(U:r)/f:r, 'Px)· In order to get a suitable cover of M/f we should 

augment the above cover by adjoining finite intersections. Let now x 1 , x2 , ... Xk E 

M jr such that the corresponding sets Ux 1 , Ux2 , • • • Uxk as above satisfy Ux 1 n Ux2 n 
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· · · n Uxk =f. 0. Then, since r acts by permutations on the set of connected compo

nents of 7r-
1(Ux1 n Ux2 n · · · n Uxk), there exist /1, /2, ... /k E r such that /l·Ux1 n 

/2·fjx2 n · · · n /k·fjxk =f. 0, where as above U-x; denote neighborhoods of xi E 1r-1(xi) 

invariant by fx;· Then this intersection may be taken to be 

which is obviously invariant to the action of the finite subgroup 

In this way we obtain a cover %' of M jr which satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.2.1. 

We will show that the condition (iii) in the definition is also satisfied. Consider 

U and U' in %' such that U' c U and let x E U' and x E M such that 1r(x) = x. 

For x and U, consider Ux and fx as above and choose fJ~ (note that it should be the 

neighborhood for the same lift of x, X). In order to prove that there is an embedding 

between the two charts, it suffices to prove that U~ c Ux. To see this, assume it is not 

true and choose fj E fj~ '-.. fjx· Then there should exist IE rx such that I·Y E U' n fJ, 
- -

since 1r(fj) = y E U' c U. But both U~ and Ux are fx-invariant and hence so is 

fj~ n fjx· This means that fj E fj~ nU-x which contradicts the fact that fj E u~ '-.. Ux, 

i.e. proves U~ c Ux. 0 

Note that the orbifold structure on Mjr is natural in the sense that it depends 

only on the action of the group r and not on the choice of the atlas %' on M. It is 

called the orbifold quotient of M by the properly discontinuous action of r. 

Definition 2.2.4. An orbifold is called good if it arises as the global quotient by 

a discrete group acting properly discontinuously on a manifold. If the group can be 

chosen to be finite, then the orbifold is called very good. 

Remark 2.2.5. Sometimes, we refer to good orbifolds as being developable. In fact, 

another approach is to define orbifolds using charts for open sets Ui of the form 

(Xi, fi), where each Xi is a manifold and ri is a discrete group acting properly 

discontinuously on Xi with Xi/fi homeomorphic to Ui. From this point of view, an 
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orbifold Q is good (or developable) if it admits such an atlas with a single chart. As 

in [BH], we call the pair (Xi, qi) a uniformizing chart of Ui, where Qi : Xi ---+ Ui is 

a continuous map which induces a homeomorphism from Xi/fi onto Ui· Then the 

compatibility condition (iii) in Definition 2.2.1 becomes: for all Xi E Xi and Xj E Xj 

such that Qi (Xi) = Qj ( x j), there is a homeomorphism (diffeomorphism) h from an open 

connected neighborhood W of Xi to a neighborhood of Xj, such that qj o h = qilw. 

This time, we will call h a change of charts, and as we already saw it is defined up to 

composition with elements of rj and in particular, if i = j then h is the restriction 

of an element of r i. 
Similarly, we define orbifolds with boundary by taking as uniformizing charts con

nected manifolds with boundary (or equivalently open sets in the upper half plane 

1R~0 = { (XI, x2 , ... Xn) I Xn 2: 0}). The boundary of such an orbifold consists of points 

X E IQI that correspond to the boundary of xi (or to lRQ' ={(xi, x2, ... 'Xn)l Xn = 0} ). 

As in the manifold case, the boundary of an orbifold is an orbifold without boundary. 

A compact orbifold without boundary is called closed. 

2. 3 The singular set 

Let Q be an orbifold and let x E Q. Within an orbifold chart (Ui, Udfi, 'Pi) we 

can associate to x a group r~i) well defined up to isomorphism in the following way. 

Consider x, x' E fJi such that 'Pi(x) = 'Pi(x') = x. Then their isotropy groups r~) and 

r~/ are conjugate to each other, since x and x' are on the same orbit. Denote this 

subgroup by r~) and since it is independent of the choice of the lifts of x we will refer 

to it as the isotropy group of X in Ui. 

Consider now (Ui, Ui/fi, 'Pi) and (Uj, Ujjrj, 'Pi) two orbifold charts containing x 

assume that Ui c Ui. Let (>.ij, fPii) denote the injection between them. Note that 

if X has non-trivial isotropy in Ui (i.e. f~i) =/= 1) then it has non-trivial isotropy in 

Ui. Indeed, since the embedding fPii is >-wequivariant, r~j) contains the subgroup 

Aij(r~i)) which is not trivial since Aij is injective (the inclusion above is considered 

up to isomorphism, i.e. at least one of the isomorphic subgroups defining r~) should 
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contain Aij(r~i)), and this is fine since both r~) and Aij are defined up to conjugation 

with elements of r j). 
Define the isotropy group r x at x to be the smallest isotropy group of x corre

sponding to an orbifold chart containing x, i.e. the set 

It is obvious that r X is always finite. (Equivalently the isotropy group at X can be 

defined as the germ of the action of f~i) at X.) 

A point x E Q is called a singular point if it has non-trivial isotropy i.e. if 

r x =J. { 1}, and it is called a regular point otherwise. Define the singular set of an 

orbifold to be 

~Q := {x E Q I rx =J. {1}}. 

Then we say that an orbifold is a manifold if the singular set is empty. The following 

result concerning the singular set of an orbifold holds: 

Proposition 2.3.1. The singular set of an orbifold is closed and nowhere dense. 

Proof. Let (U, fJ ;r, cp) be any orbifold chart that has nonempty intersection with the 

singular set. Then 

~QnU = {x E Ul fx =J.1} 

= {x E Ul :3/' E r,/' =J. 1 such that J'.X = x for some x E cp-1(x)} 

= U { cp(x)l :3/' E r, /' =J. 1 such that J'.X = x} 
xEff 

= cp( U {xi :3/' E r, /' =J. 1 such that J'.X = x}) 
xEU 

Since ~r is closed with empty interior (see Proposition 2.1.6 and Remark 2.1.9) 

and cp is J homeomorphism ~r n U is closed and has empty interior. Hence ~Q is 
closed and since IQI is locally compact and Hausdorff, ~Q = ui ~Q n ui has empty 

interior. 0 
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Note that in general the singular set is not a manifold and it may have several 

connected components of different dimension. From the definition we can see that any 

orbifold is locally compact. If we assume that in any uniformizing system the elements 

of the group have fixed point set of codimension at least two (i.e. the singular set has 

the codimension at least two) then the regular set is also locally path connected. In 

this case an orbifold is connected if and only if its regular set is path connected. 

2.4 Maps between orbifolds 

Consider two orbifolds Q and Q' and a continuous map f: IQI ~ IQ'I between their 

underlying spaces. 

Let x E IQI andy= f(x) E IQ'I and let V be an open neighborhood of y and U an 

open neighborhood of x such that f(U) C V. Let (V, V /f*, cp*) be an uniformizing 

system over V and (U, fJ jr, cp) an uniformizing system over U. Corresponding to 

these uniformizing systems, a continuous (resp. smooth) lifting of flu : U ~ V is a 

continuous (resp. smooth) map 

f:u~v 

~ ~ 

such that r.p* o f = f o cp and for any 1 E r there exists 1* E f* satisfying 1*. f (x) = 

f("f .x) for any x E fJ. 

f 
u v 

t J;r u;r __ ~ 
t 

v;r 

t 
v;r* 

f 
t cp* 

u v 
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For a different choice of uniformizing systems (V, V' /f*', cp*') over V, and ( U, U' /f', cp') 
- - - -over U, we say that the lifting f' : U' ---+ V' is isomorphic to f if there are bijections 

(.X,0): (u,fJ;r,cp)---+ (U,U'jr',cp') 

and 

( .x *, tP'*) : (V, v ;r*, cp*) ---+ (V, v' ;r*', cp*') 

such that A* o f = f' o A. 

Let now x0 E U and (U0 , U0/f0 , cp0 ) be a uniformizing system over an open neigh

borhood U0 C U of x0 and (Vo, Va/f0, cp0) a uniformizing system over a neighborhood 

Vo C V of f(x 0 ) such that f(Uo) C V0 . The lifting 1 will induce a lifting 

fo : Uo ---+ Vo 

of fluo : U0 ---+ Vo in the following way. For any injection 

consider the map 1 o ,\0 : U0 ---+ V and note that (cp* o 1 o .A0)(U0 ) C V0 which implies 

(1 o .A0)(U0 ) C (cp*)-1(V0). Therefore there is an injection 

(.A~, cp~) : (Vo, Vo/f~, cp~)---+ (V, V /f*, cp*) 

such that (1 o .A0)(U0 ) C .A(;(Va). Define now 

which is the induced lifting of fluo : U0 ---+ VQ. Note that different choices of injections 

(.A0 , cp0 ) give isomorphic liftings. We say that two liftings are equivalent at a point x 

if they induce isomorphic liftings on a smaller neighborhood of x. 

A continuous (resp. smooth) lifting of f : JQI ---+ IQ'I is the following: given 

any point y E IQ'I and any uniformizing chart (V, V /f*, cp*) at y there exists a 

uniformizing chart (U, fJ jr, cp) at x E f- 1(y) and a continuous (resp. smooth) lifting 
- - -
fx : U ---+ V of flu : U ---+ V such that for any x' E U and any uniformizing 
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chart ( U', U' /f', cp') at x' with U' C U, the lifting Jx, U' --+ V of f I U' : U' --+ V 

is isomorphic with the induced one on U' from fx· We say that two liftings of 

f : IQI --+ IQ'I are equivalent if their local liftings are equivalent at each point in 

IQI. 

Definition 2.4.1. A continuous (resp. smooth) orbifold map between orbifolds Q--+ 
Q' is an equivalence class of continuous (resp. smooth) liftings of a continuous map 

between their underlying spaces I Q I --+ I Q'l· 

We will denote by f : Q --+ Q' an orbifold map whose underlying continuous map 

is f : IQI --+ IQ'I· Note that two non-isomorphic orbifold maps might have the same 

underlying continuous map (e.g. Example 4.1.6b in [CR]) 

We will define a particular kind of orbifold map called a good map (see [CR] 

Definition 4.4.1). The advantage of using these maps is that we can define the pull

back bundles (which cannot be done using general orbifold maps). We will further see 

that good maps correspond to morphisms in the category of groupoids (see section 

3.2). In fact this notion of good maps was previously found by Moerdijk and Pronk 

in [MP], where they were called strict maps. 

Let f: Q--+ Q' be an orbifold map with underlying continuous function f : IQI --+ 

IQ'I· Suppose that there is an atlas 1121 for Q and a collection of open subsets 1121' of 

Q' such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of 1121 and 

1121', say U f--7 U', with f(U) c U' and U1 c U2 implies Uf c U~. Moreover, there is a 
- -

collection of liftings of f such that fuu' : U --+ U' satisfies that for each injection 

there is another injection associated to it 

such that 
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and for any composition of injections A' o ,\ we have v(A' o ..\) = v(A') o v(..\). The 

collection of liftings {fuu', v} defines a lifting of f. If this lifting is in the same 
- -equivalence class as f, then the collection {fuu', v} is called a compatible system of 

f. 

Definition 2.4.2. An orbifold map is called good if it admits a compatible system. 

The real line lR as a smooth manifold is trivially an orbifold. The smooth orbifold 

maps f : Q ---+ lR are called smooth functions on the orbifold Q. Note that an orbifold 

function is smooth if and only if the map f o r.p is smooth for any orbifold chart 

( U, fJ /f, r.p) in an orbifold atlas of Q. A (smooth) map from lR (or an interval I) into 

an orbifold Q is called a (smooth} path in Q. 

Similarly we can define immersions, submersions and embeddings between orb

Holds as differentiable maps between orbifolds that locally lift to immersions, submer

sions and embeddings, respectively. A suborbifold Q' C Q is an orbifold Q' together 

with an orbifold embedding i : Q' ~ Q. 

2.5 The tangent space to an orbifold 

Suppose now that Q = M jr is a good orbifold. As we have seen in the previous 

section, we can extend the action of r on M to an action on T M by setting "!. (x, v) := 

( "f.X, d( "! )xv), for all"! E r and (x, v) E T M. The quotient ofT M by this action is the 

tangent bundle TQ of the orbifold Q. As in Proposition 2.2.3, it inherits a natural 

orbifold structure. For x E Q, let x E M denote one of its lifts. By taking the 

differentials (d"()x of the elements"( in the isotropy group rx, we obtain a new group 

which acts on T:;M. Since the group is independent of the choice of the lift, we will 

denote it by r x•. Hence the fiber in TQ above X E Q is T:;M ;r x• and is denoted 

TxQ. Because TxQ will not be a vector space at the singular points, we will call it 

the tangent cone to Q at x. 

Since any orbifold is locally good, the construction above gives a local way to 

work with tangent cones to orbifolds. So, if we consider an orbifold atlas (Xi, qi)iEI 
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(see Remark 2.2.5) for the orbifold structure on Q, by making a quotient space of the 

tangent bundle T Xi over Xi by ri as above, we obtain a 2n-dimensional orbifold. We 

can easily patch these orbifolds together to obtain a 2n-dimensional orbifold TQ with 

a projection map p : TQ --+ Q such that the inverse image of a point in the orbifold 

is a vector space modulo a finite group action (the tangent cone). A full description 

of the tangent bundle, as well as general bundles over orbifolds will be given in the 

next chapter. 

2.6 Riemannian orbifolds 

Let Q be a differentiable orbifold and let %' = {(Ui, Udri, <r?i)}iEI be the maximal 

orbifold atlas on Q. 

Definition 2.6.1. A Riemannian metric on the orbifold Q is a collection p = (Pi), 

where Pi is a Riemannian metric on Ui such that any embedding cpij coming from an 

injection between orbifold charts (Ui,j, fJi,jjri,j, IPi,j) is an isometry as a map between 
- -

( Ui, Pi) to ( Ui, Pi). An orbifold with such a Riemannian metric is called a Riemannian 

orbifold. 

Remark 2.6.2. Note that the Riemannian metrics Pi on Ui are ri-invariant, so locally 

Riemannian orbifolds look like the quotient of a Riemannian manifold by a finite 

group of isometries. By a suitable choice of coordinate charts it can be assumed that 

the local group actions are by finite subgroups of O(n) for a general n-dimensional 

Riemannian orbifold, and by finite subgroups of SO(n) for orientable Riemannian 

orbifolds. 

As in the manifold case, the following proposition holds. 

Proposition 2.6.3. Any differentiable orbifold admits a Riemannian metric. 

Proof. Let Q be an orbifold and let {(Ui, Udri, cpi)}iEI denote an orbifold atlas on it. 

Since IQI is paracompact we may assume that the cover (Ui)iEI is locally finite. Then 

there is a smooth partition of unity fi : Ui --+ lR subordinate to it. Indeed, we can 
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choose on each Ui a ri-invariant, non-negative smooth function hi : fii ~ JR such that 

hi = gi o 'Pi can be extended over IQI by zeroes and such that { supp(hi) c Ui : i E I} 

still covers IQI. Denote h(x) = "f:-iEI hi(x) =I 0 for all x E Q and consider fi := hdh. 

Then {fi : i E I} is a smooth partition of unity subordinate to the cover Ui· 

Consider now an arbitrary Riemannian metric gi on each fii. By Lemma 2.1.4 

there exists a ri-invariant Riemannian metric ai on each Ui obtained from 9i by 

averaging over ri· For any i E I, define a new Riemannian metric Pi on Ui as follows: 

(pi)x ( v, w) := L fi( 'Pi (x)) ( ai )<pij(x) ( d( 'Pii )x( v ), d( 'Pii )x( w)) 
jEI 

- -for any x E Ui and any v, wE TxUi and where 'Pii is an embedding coming from an 

injection between (Ui, Udfi, 'Pi) and any (Ui, fii/fi, 'Pi), } E I. Then, Lemma 2.1.4 

together with the second part of the Remark guarantee that the Riemannian metric 

defined in this way is well defined, i.e. it is independent of the choice of the embedding 

between the uniformizing charts. It is also easy to check that each embedding is an 

isometry, hence the collection p = (Pi) is defines a Riemannian metric in the sense of 

the definition above. 0 

Similar to Riemannian metric we can define general tensor fields for orbifolds. 

So, in an uniformizing system (Ui, Udfi, 'P)i), for any tensor field Wi on ui by pre

composing with an element 1 E ri we obtain a new tensor field w/r on fii. Then, by 

averaging, we obtain a ri-invariant tensor field on ui, 

Such a ri invariant tensor field on Ui gives a tensor field w on Ui. 

A smooth tensor field on an orbifold is one that lifts to smooth tensor fields of the 

same type in all uniformizing systems. 

Using the Riemannian metrics on the local uniformizing systems we can define 

the objects familiar from the Riemannian geometry of manifolds. 

Example 2.6.4. (1) (The cone) Let M = JR2 and let r = Zn acting by rotations 

on it. The quotient space is topologically JR2 but metrically is a cone with cone 
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angle 27r In. It is a Riemannian manifold except at the cone point where the 

metric has a singularity. In this case, the singular locus consists of a single 

point (the cone point) and the isotropy group at any point is trivial except the 

singular point where it is Zn· 

(2) (The Zn-football) Let M = § 2 C JR3 and r = Zn acting by rotations around the 

z-axis by an angle of 27r In. The quotient space is topologically § 2 but metrically 

there are two singular points: the north and the south pole (the points N and 

Sin figure 2.1). 

(3) (The pillow case) Let M = 'IT'2 and r = Z2 acting by rotations around one of 

its axis. Then the quotient space is an orbifold whose underlying space is S2 

and has four singular points with nontrivial isotropy Z2 . The sphere inherits a 

Riemannian metric of curvature 0 in the complement of the singular locus, and 

has curvature 1r at each of the four points. 

(4) Let M = JR3 and r = z2 acting by the antipodal map X 1---+ -x. Since topo

logically JR3 IZ2 is a cone over JRJP>2, the underlying space of this orbifold is not 

(topologically) a manifold. 

( 5) ( The Zn-teardrop) The underlying space is § 2 and the singular locus is a single 

point with isotropy group Zn, n > 1 (see Figure 2.3). 

(6) (The Zp-Zq-football) The underlying space is again § 2 and the singular locus is 

a pair of cone points (Nand Sin Figure 2.4) with isotropy Zp at Nand Zq at 

S with p # q. 

Note that except for the last two examples, the orbifolds considered above are 

good (actually they are very good). The non-developability of the orbifolds in (5) 

and in (6) follows easily also from the next section. 
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Figure 2.1: The Zn-football is covered by § 2 and its fundamental group is Zn. The 
tangent cone at N is the cone IR2 /Zn of angle 27r jn. 
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l.fJ2 

Figure 2.3: The Zn-teardrop is not developable. The orbifold atlas consists of two 
open sets U1 and U2 uniformized by V1 = D 2 and V2 = D 2 /Zn respectively. 
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Figure 2.4: The Zp-Zq-football is not developable. The orbifold atlas consists of two 
open sets UN and Us uniformized by VN = D2/Zp and by Vs = D2/Zq respectively. 
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2. 7 Orbifold coverings and fundamental groups 

We begin by briefly recalling the notion of coverings of topological spaces. A projec

tion 1r : X ---+ X is a covering map if every x E X has a neighborhood U such that 

1r-1 (U) is a disjoint union of sets Vi for each of which the restriction 1rlv; : Vi---+ U is 

a homeomorphism. 

Orbifold covering spaces are defined similarly. A projection p : Q' ---+ Q between 

orbifolds is called a covering map if it satisfies the condition that, for each x E Q, 

there exists a neighborhood U uniformized by (U, r) such that for each connected 

component Ui of p'-1(U) in Q', the uniformizing systems of Ui is (fJ, C) for some 

subgroup ri :::; r. Note that the underlying space IQ'I is not generally a covering 

space of IQI. The universal covering of a connected orbifold Q is a connected covering 

orbifold p : Q ---+ Q such that for any connected covering orbifold p' : Q' ---+ Q, Q is a 

covering orbifold of Q' with a projection pr : Q ---+ Q' factoring p : Q ---+ Q through 

p' : Q'---+ Q. 

- pr Q' Q-

pl~ 
Q 

Thurston proved existence of universal orbifold covers (see Proposition 13.2.4 

in [Tl]) and used them to define the orbifold fundamental group in terms of deck 

transformations. We will present the details of this theory for the special case of 

2-dimensional orbifolds, but before that we discuss the case of a global quotient 

Q = Mjr. The quotient M---+ Mjr can be regarded as an orbifold covering with r 
as the group of deck transformations. Similarly, any subgroup r' induces an inter

mediate orbifold covering Mjr' ---+ Mjr. On the other hand, any manifold covering 

M---+ M gives an orbifold covering by composing with the quotient map M---+ Mjr. 

In particular, the universal covering gives rise to a universal orbifold covering of Q, 
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and the orbifold fundamental group belongs in a short exact sequence 

For the remainder of this section, we take Q to be a 2-dimensional orbifold. For 

the purpose of proving the existence of universal covers, we can assume that Q has no 

boundary, for if it did, by doubling Q along its boundary, we get an orbifold without 

boundary that double covers Q and has the same universal cover as Q. 

The singular locus of Q consists of cone points and corner reflectors, which are 

singularities modeled by JR.2 / Dn for the dihedral group of order 2n. We can further 

assume Q does not contain any corner reflectors, for if it did, then by doubling Q 

along the reflector lines, we obtain an orbifold that covers Q with two cone points for 

each cone point in Q and one cone point for each corner reflector. 

Denote by ~ the singular locus of Q and suppose p : Q -t Q is an orbifold covering. 

Note that Q-p-1 (~) is a manifold cover for the regular set Q\~. Let now Xi E ~be 

a singular point with cone angle 27r /ni. That is, a neighborhood of Xi is uniformized 

by (JR.2 , ZnJ with Xi corresponding to the cone point in JR.2 /Zni. Any point in Q above 

Xi will have cone angle 27r/mi, for some milni. Denote by X the manifold obtained 

from Q by removing the interior of small cones centered at the singular points and 

denote by X = p-1(X) c Q. Hence the regular set Q \ ~ is just X with pointed 

discs attached to ax. The covering Pix : X -t X induced by the orbifold covering 

Q -t Q has the property that a circle ci of ax bounding a cone of angle 27r /ni has 

the pre-image consisting of circles which projects with degree which divides ni· Thus 

1r1(X) contains all conjugates of a~i, where ai E 1r1 (X) which represents the circle 

Ci. Define G to be the quotient of 1r1 (X) by adding the relations a~i = 1 and let H 

be the kernel of the natural homomorphism 1r1 (X) -t G. Clearly H is a subgroup of 

1r1(X). It follows that the covering X of X determined by His universal among the 

covers of X which extend to a cover for Q. By adding to X the appropriate cones 

along ax' we obtain an orbifold cover Q -t Q and define 7r}b( Q) to be the group of 

deck transformation of Q -t Q. 
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Inspired by the construction above, we can easily give a presentation of the ?rfb( Q) 

in the case when the orbifold has only cone points as singular points. We start with the 

fundamental group of the manifold obtained from Q by removing small neighborhoods 

of the cone points and we add the relations a~; = 1. Thus, if the underlying space IQI 
is a closed orientable surface of genus g and if Q has m cone points of order n1 , ... , nm 

then 

g 

?rf'"b(Q) = (a1, b1, ... , a9, b9, a1, ... , l:Ym I a~;= 1, IT[ai, bi]al ... am= 1). 
i=l 

Using this presentation of the orbifold fundamental group, we can see that the 

orbifold considered in example (5) above is not covered by a manifold (i.e. is bad). 

Indeed, since the underlying space is § 2 , the orbifold fundamental group for the Zn

teardrop is obtained from the fundamental group of § 2 minus a point (which is trivial) 

by adding a relation, so it is obviously trivial. Hence the Zn-teardrop has no covering 

(other than itself). 

We will introduce now the Euler number of a 2-dimensional orbifold Q. First note 

that in general if X--+ X is a k-fold covering space then x(X) = kx(X). As we have 

seen in the previous section every good compact 2-dimensional orbifold Q is finitely 

covered by a manifold N. Thus is natural to define the Euler number of Q by 

1 
x(Q) = -x(N), 

n 

where n is the degree of the covering N --+ Q. Note that the Euler number of an 

orbifold is not in general an integer, but is always a rational number. We will compute 

x( Q) directly from the description of the orbifold. 

Consider first the case when the orbifold Q is a good compact 2-dimensional 

orbifold which has r cone points of order ni, 1 :::; i :::; r as singular points. Let 

X be the closure of the manifold obtained from IQI by removing r disjoint 2-discs 

Dl, D2, ... 'Dr centered at the cone points. Thus IQI =Xu ( u;=l Di) and 

x(IQI) = x(X) + r 
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since x(Di) = 1 and x(§1) = 0. If p: N -t Q is a finite manifold cover of Q as above 

and X = p-1 (X), then Pix : X -t X is a manifold covering of the same degree n, 

hence x(X) = nx(X). The pre-image inN of the discs Di by pare only nlni 2-discs, 

so we have 
r 

x(N) = nx(X) + L nlni· 
i=l 

The formula for the orbifold Euler number, known also as the Riemann-Hurwitz 

formula, follows immediately 

r 1 
x(Q) = x(IQI)- L (1- n)· 

i=l ~ 

Consider now the case when Q is a good compact 2-dimensional orbifold which has 

r cone points of order ni, 1 ::; i ::; rands corner reflectors of order mj, 1 ::; j ::; s. By 

doubling Q along the reflector curves, we obtain a 2-fold orbifold cover of Q, denoted 

DQ, which has r pairs of cone points with cone angle 27r I ni, 1 ::; i ::; r and s cone 

points with angle 27r I mj, 1 ::; j ::; s. Then by above formula we have 

r 1 8 1 
x(DQ) = x(IDQI)- 2 L (1- n)- L (1-m)· 

i=l ~ j=l J 

Since x(DQ) = 2x(Q) and x(IDQI) = 2x(IQI), we obtain in this case the following 

formula for the orbifold Euler number 

r 1 1 8 1 
x(Q) = x(IQI)- L (1 - n)- 2 L (1 -m)· 

i=l ~ j=l J 

This formula works also for the bad orbifolds. The Zp- Zq-football has the Euler 

number 2- (1-!)- (1-!) = _ctq which proves that the orbifold cannot be covered p q pq 

by a manifold, hence is bad. 

If the orbifold Q is equipped with a Riemannian metric (see Definition 2.6.1), we 

can extend to orbifolds the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (see [Sa2]) 

fo KdA = 21rx(Q), 
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where K denotes the sectional curvature of Q and dA denotes the area element. Note 

that an orbifold has a well defined area which has the same naturality property as 

the euler number, i.e. if Q -t Q is a finite orbifold covering of degree n, then A(Q) = 

nA(Q). The argument used in the proof is similar to the one used above to determine 

the orbifold Euler number : we consider the manifold with boundary obtained by 

removing disjoint small discs containing the singular points and we apply the usual 

Gauss-Bonnet theorem for manifolds with boundary. We say that the orbifold Q has 

an elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic structure if x( Q) is respectively positive, zero or 

negative. If the Q is elliptic or hyperbolic then the area A(Q) = 2nlx(Q)I. 



Chapter 3 

Groupoids 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe orbifolds in terms of topological groupoids. 

As we will show in section 3.4, any orbifold structure can be represented in a natural 

way by an etale groupoid (the etale groupoid associated to the pseudogroup of change 

of charts of the orbifold). However, several different groupoids can represent the 

same orbifold structure. In section 3.2 we introduce an equivalence relation between 

groupoids, called Morita equivalence and which is a weak equivalence of categories. A 

theorem of Moerdijk and Pronk [MP] states that the category of orbifolds is equivalent 

to a quotient category of the proper etale groupoids after inverting Morita equivalence. 

Hence, whenever we consider an orbifold, we can choose, up to Morita equivalence a 

proper etale groupoid representing it. As we will see, the theory of groupoids provides 

a more convenient language for developing the foundation of the theory of orbifolds. 

In the first section we begin by defining the groupoid and some standard notions 

associated to it. In section 3.3 we investigate the relation between etale groupoids 

and the pseudogroups of local homeomorphisms of a topological space. In section 3.2 

we introduce the equivalence of etale groupoids and so, we have all the ingredients 

for describing orbifolds in terms of etale groupoids, which is done in section 3.4. 

In section 3.5 we define the notion of ~-space and describe the groupoid associ

ated to the action of a groupoid on a topological space. In section 3.6 we introduce 
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morphisms from topological spaces to topological groupoids to be the groupoid ho

momorphism between the unit groupoid associated to the topological space and the 

topological groupoid. We also introduce the notion of relative morphisms, describe 

the homotopy relative to a given morphism of a subspace and define the homotopy 

groups of a topological groupoid. 

In section 3. 7 we investigate the particular case of morphisms from lR to a topo

logical groupoid. In this case a morphism is described by an equivalence class of 

~-paths (~-maps from lR or the interval I= [0, 1] to the groupoid). This allows us to 

introduce the set of ~-paths between two points as well as the set of ~-loops based 

at a point. (Here by points we mean objects in the groupoid.) We give a description 

of the fundamental group of a groupoid based at a point and see that in the case of 

a connected or ~-connected groupoid, up to isomorphism, the fundamental group is 

independent of the base point. 

We conclude this chapter with section 3.8 on the classifying space of a groupoid. 

We see there that an equivalence between groupoids induces a homotopy equivalence 

between their classifying spaces. This allows us to define the homotopy type of an 

orbifold in terms of the classifying space of a groupoid representing it. In this way 

we recover the orbifold homotopy groups defined in section 3.6. As we will see if Q is 

a Riemannian orbifold there is an explicit construction of the classifying space of the 

groupoid of germs of change of charts, which is independent of the particular atlas 

defining the orbifold structure. 

3.1 Definitions 

A groupoid can be thought of as a simultaneous generalization of a group, a manifold, 

and an equivalence relation. First as an equivalence relation, a groupoid has a set of 

relations that we will think of as arrows. It will be denoted here by ~. The arrows 

relate the objects, which are elements in a set X that we think of as points. Each 

arrow g E ~has a source x = a(g) E X and a target y = w(g) E X. Then we say 

g : x---+ y, i.e. x is related toy. We want to have an equivalence relation. Then for 
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the symmetry we need that each arrow to be invertible, for the reflexivity we need 

unit arrows lx which have both source and target equal to x, and for transitivity 

we need a way to compose arrows. We also require r.1 and X to be more than just 

sets. We often require them to be locally Hausdorff, paracompact, locally compact 

topological spaces, or simply smooth manifolds. 

Here is the formal definition of the notion of groupoid we will use in this framework. 

Definition 3.1.1. A groupoid is a small category in which each arrow is invertible. 

We will denote a groupoid by (r.1, X) and it consists of a set of objects X and a 

set of arrows r.1, together with the following structure maps: 

(i) the source and the target maps, 

a,w: C§---+ X, 

which assign to each arrow g E r.1 its initial object a(g), and its terminal object 

w(g). 

(ii) the composition map, 

m: r.1 xx r.1 := {(h,g) E r.1 x r.1J a(h) = w(g)} ---+ C§, 

which assign to each pair of arrows (h, g) with a(h) = w(g) their composition 

hg with a(hg) = a(g) and w(hg) = w(h). This composition is required to be 

associative. 

(iii) the unit map, 

u: X---+ r.§, 

which identifies each object x EX with the unit arrow lx E r.§. The unit arrow 

lx is a two-sided unit for the composition, i.e. glx = g and lxh = h for any two 

arrows g, hE r.1 with a(g) = x = w(h). 
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(iv) the inverse map, 

i : W--+ W, 

which assigns to each arrow g E C§ the inverse arrow g-1 E C§ with a(g-1) = 

w (g) and w (g - 1) = a (g). The inverse arrow g - 1 is a two-sided inverse for the 

composition, i.e. g-1g = 1w(g) and gg-1 = 1a(g)· 

Let (W, X) be a groupoid and suppose x EX. The set 

Wx := {g E WI a(g) = w(g) = x} 

is a group called the isotropy group of x. The subset 

W.x := w(a-1(x)) = {y E XI 3g E W, a(g) = x,w(g) = y} 

is called the C§ -orbit of x. TheW-orbits form a partition of X and the sets of W-orbits 

will be denoted by Xjr.§. 

If the spaces r.1 and X admit topologies for which the structure maps are continu

ous and the unit map is homeomorphism onto its image, then the groupoid (r.1, X) is 

called a topological groupoid. If further X and r.1 admit smooth structures for which 

the structures maps are smooth, then the groupoid is called a smooth groupoid. 

A topological groupoid is called proper if the map (a, w) : r.1 --+ X x X is a proper 

map. Note that in a proper groupoid every isotropy group is compact. 

A foliation groupoid is a groupoid for which each isotropy group r.1x is discrete. 

An etale groupoid is a topological groupoid for which the source and target maps 

are etale maps, i.e. are local homeomorphisms. Note that any etale groupoid is a 

foliation groupoid and that any proper etale groupoid has finite isotropy groups. 

A groupoid (r.1, X) of local isometries is an etale groupoid with a length metric 

on X that induces the given topology on X and is such that the elements of the 

associated pseudogroup are local isometries (see below Proposition 3.3.1). 

A groupoid of local isometries ( r.1, X) is Hausdorff if r.1 is Hausdorff as a topological 

space and for every continuous map c : [0, 1) --+ r.§, if limt--.1 a o c and limt ..... 1 w o c 

exist, then limt ..... 1 c(t) exists. 
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A groupoid (~,X) of local isometries of X is complete if X is locally complete 

(i.e. each point of X has a complete neighborhood) and if the space of orbits with 

the quotient pseudometric is complete. 

3.2 Morita equivalence 

In this section we introduce the equivalence of etale groupoids and an equivalence 

relation among etale groupoids, namely the Morita equivalence. The reader should 

be warned that the exposition in this section is very succinct. For a more general 

definition of Morita equivalent groupoids (not necessarily etale) and also for the prop

erties of groupoids which are invariant under the Morita equivalence, a good reference 

is [MM]. 

A homomorphism ( 'ljJ, f) : ( ~, X) ---+ ( ~', X') between two etale groupoids consists 

of a continuous functor 'ljJ : ~ ---+ ~' inducing a continuous map f : X ---+ X'. We say 

that ( '1/J' f) is an etale homomorphism if f is an etale map. 

We say that the homomorphism ( 'lj;, f) : (~,X) ---+ (~',X') is an equivalence if it 

is etale and the functor '1/J is an equivalence, that is: 

(i) for each x EX, 'ljJ induces an group isomorphism from ~x onto ~f(x)' 

(ii) f : X ---+ X' induces a bijection between the orbits sets X/~ and X'/~'. 

We say that two etale groupoids (~1 , X 1) and (~2 , X 2 ) are Morita equivalent 

(or weak equivalent) if there exists a third etale groupoid ( ~, X) and equivalences 

('1/JI,fl): (~,X)---+ (~1,X1) and ('I/J2,!2): (~,X)---+ (~2,X2). 

(~,X) 

(1/Jl/ ~h) 

(~1, X1) (~2, X2). 

This defines an equivalence relation among etale groupoids. The reflexivity and 

the symmetry of this relation between etale groupoids are obvious from the above 
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diagram. Before we check the transitivity, note the following: if ('PI, hi) : (~I, X I) -+ 

(~',X') and (cpi,hi): (~I,XI)-+ (~',X') are two etale homomorphisms which are 

equivalences, then the fiber product (~,X) := (~I Xr,gt ~2, XI Xxt X2) is naturally 

an etale groupoid and the projections (~,X) -+ (~I, XI) and (~,X) -+ (~I, XI) are 

equivalences. 

(~I Xr,gt ~2, XI Xxt X2) (~I, XI) 

~j j (,,,h,) 

(~2, X2) ---~ (~',X'). 
(<p2,h2) 

Then the transitivity follows easily from the diagram 

(~',X') 

If (~,X) and (~',X') are differentiable etale groupoids, then a homomorphism 

( 'ljJ, f) : ( ~, X) -+ ( ~', X') is called a differentiable equivalence if it is an equivalence 

and f is locally diffeomorphism. 

In the case of groupoids of local isometries, the equivalence is generated by etale 

homomorphisms of groupoids ( cp, f) : (~,X) -+ (~',X') which are equivalences and 

such that f : X -+ X' is locally an isometry. 

Example 3.2.1. (1) Any discrete group r can be viewed as a groupoid (r, * ), 
where the set of objects is the one-point space and the set of arrows is the group 

itself. In this case the composition of the groupoid is just the multiplication of 

the group. This groupoid is etale. 

(2) Any manifold M can be viewed as an etale groupoid in two ways. One way is 

to consider the groupoid (M, M) where all the arrows are units (or equivalently 
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the unit map is a bijection). This is called the unit groupoid on M or the trivial 

groupoid M. The other way is to consider the groupoid (M x M, M) which 

is the groupoid with exactly one arrow (x, y) : x ~ y from any object x to 

any other object y. This is called the pair groupoid of M. Note that the pair 

groupoid (M x M, M) is Morita equivalent to the trivial one point groupoid 

consisting of one object and one arrow. 

( 3) Let M be a (smooth) manifold and let 0!1 = { Ui} iEI be an open cover. To 

the pair (M, 0!1) we associate the groupoid (~,X) where X = {(x, i) lx E 

Ui} c M X I and~= {(x,i,j) I X E ui n Uj} c M X I X I. We denote 

uij = ui n uj X { i} X {j}. Note that in this notation uij =I uji· We endow 

the space of objects with the topology of ltEI Ui x { i} and the space of arrows 

with that of IJij Uii. The structure maps are defined to be the natural maps: 

aluij : Uij ~ Ui X { i} the Source, wluij : Uij ~ Uj X {j} the target, uluix{i} : 

Ui X {i} ~ Ui X {i} X {i} = Uii the unit map, iluij: Uij ~ Uji the inverse map 

and mluijk : Uiik ~ Uik the multiplication map. The groupoid above is called 

the covering groupoid and is denoted Mo//. 

(4) Let p : N ~ M be a smooth map between manifolds. It induces a ho

momorphism of pair groupoids (p x p,p) : (N x N, N) ~ (M x M, M) in 

the obvious way. Furthermore, if p is a submersion, we can define a sub

groupoid of (N x N, N) called the kernel groupoid of p over N to be the 

groupoid ( N x M N, N). If p is also surjective, then it induces an equivalence 

( N X M N, N) ~ ( M, M). An interesting situation is when N = Ili ui is the 

disjoint union of an open cover 0!1 = {UihEr of M and pis the natural map. In 

this case the kernel groupoid of p over N is the covering groupoid Mo// and as 

above there is an equivalence from Mo// to the unit groupoid ( M, M). This im

plies that the covering groupoid Mo// is Morita equivalent to the unit groupoid 

(M, M) and obviously that the covering groupoids Mo// and Mo//' associated to 

any two open covers 0!1 and 0!1' of M, are also Morita equivalent. 

(4) Let X be a topological space and r a group acting by homeomorphisms on 

it from the left. One can define the etale groupoid associated to this action 
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(r ~ X, X) to be the topological small category whose space of objects is the 

space X and whose space of arrows<#:= r x X, where r is endowed with the 

discrete topology. The source and the target map are defined to be: a('!', x) = x 

the projection, and w('-y, x) ="'(.X the action. The composition is defined from 

the multiplication of the group by (1', x) (1'', x') = ( "'/" 'Y', x'), whenever x = "'f'.x', 

and the inverse of ("'f,X) is ('-y-1,"'f.x). The groupoid (r ~X, X) is also called 

the translation groupoid or action groupoid associated to the action of r on X. 

For right actions there is a similar groupoid denoted (X ~ r, X) whose arrows 

'"'/ : x --+ y are '"'/ E r with x = Y·'"Y· The semi-direct product symbol is used 

because this construction is a special case of the translation groupoid associated 

to the action of a groupoid on a topological space defined in section 3.5. 

(5) An example of a groupoid of local isometries which is also Hausdorff, is the 

translation groupoid (r ~X, X) associated to an action by isometries of a group 

r on a length space X. This groupoid is complete if and only if X is complete 

as metric space. 

We conclude this section with the definition of developability of groupoids. 

Definition 3.2.2. An etale groupoid (<#,X) is developable if it is Morita equiva

lent to the translation groupoid (r ~ X, X) associated to an action of a group r by 

homeomorphisms of a space X. 

3.3 Pseudogroups of local homeomorphisms 

Of a particular interest is the correspondence between the etale groupoids (<#,X) and 

the pseudogroup of local homeomorphisms of X. 

First recall that a pseudogroup .ff of local homeomorphisms of a topological space 

X is a collection .ff of homeomorphisms h : U --+ V of open sets of X such that: 

(i) the inverse and the composition of elements in .ff (whenever possible) are in 

£; 
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(ii) the restriction of an element of .Yt' to any open subset of X belongs to £; 

(iii) the identity of X belongs to £; 

(iv) .Yt' is closed under union of elements in £. 

Proposition 3.3.1. To each etale groupoid(~, X) there is associated a pseudogroup 

of local homeomorphisms of X. 

Indeed, if (~,X) is an etale groupoid, then each arrow g E ~ with a:(g) = x 

and w(g) = y, induces a well defined germ of a homeomorphism g: Ux ~ Vy of the 

form g = w o s, where s : Ux ~ ~ is a continuous section of a: over the (sufficiently 

small) open neighborhood Ux of x such that s(x) = g. It is easy to see now that 

the collection of all such local homeomorphisms induced by the arrows of~ form a 

pseudogroup. 

The groupoid ( ~, X) is called effective (or reduced) if the assignment g ~ g is 
faithful, i.e. for each point x E X the map g ~ g induces an injective group homo

morphism between ~x the isotropy group of x, and the group H omx(X) of homeo

morphisms of X which fixes x. If X is a differentiable manifold and if the elements 

of the pseudogroup associated are diffeomorphisms, then the groupoid (~,X) is also 

a differentiable etale groupoid. 

Proposition 3.3.2. To each pseudogroup of local homeomorphisms we can associate 

an etale groupoid. 

Let .Yt' be a pseudo group of local homeomorphisms of a topological space X. Let 

f: U ~ V be an element of .Yt' and consider(!, x), its germ at some x E U. That is, 

the equivalence class of pairs(!, x), given by the equivalence relation(!, x) "" (!', x'), 

if and only if x = x' and f is equal to f' on some neighborhood of x. The point xis 

called the source and the point f(x) is called the target of the germ off at x. 

Denote by Al£(X) the space of germs of the local homeomorphisms of£. This 

is an open subspace of the space .A(X) of germs of continuous maps from open sets 

of X to X, endowed with the germ topology (a basis of which consists of the subsets 
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U1 which are the unions of germs of continuous maps f : U ----+ X at various points of 

U). 

Define the source and target maps 

associating to each germ its source and its target respectively. With respect to the 

subspace topology on A'l&(X), the maps a and w are etale maps, i.e. they are 

continuous, open maps and their restriction to any sufficiently small open set is a 

homeomorphism into its image. We can also define a continuous composition map 

by associating to any two germs(!, x) and(!', f(x)) their (well defined) composition, 

the germ (!' o j, x). The unit map is the natural inclusion of X in A'l&(X) which 

associates to each x E X the germ (idx, x) and the inverse map i : A'l&(X) ----+ 

A'l&(X) associates to each germ (!, x) the well defined germ (f-I, j(x)). 

Hence, we obtained an etale groupoid (r.1, X), with r.1 = A'l&(X), of all the germs 

of the elements of£, called the etale groupoid associated to£. 

Remark 3.3.3. From the etale groupoid (r.1, X) associated to a pseudogroup of local 

homeomorphisms £one can reconstruct £by considering the pseudogroup asso

ciated to (r.1, X). In general, the converse is not true. If £ is the pseudogroup 

associated to an etale groupoid (r.1, X), then the etale groupoid associated to £ 

is a quotient of the original groupoid (r.1, X). For instance one can consider the 

etale groupoid in Example 3.2.1 (1). In this case, the elements of the associated 

pseudogroup are the elements of the group and the space of germs of local homeo

morphisms has only one element. However, if the groupoid (r.1, X) is effective and£ 

is its associated pseudogroup, then it turns out that the etale groupoid associated to 

£is again (r.1, X). 
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3.4 Groupoid approach to orbifolds 

In this section we will show how orbifolds can be completely characterize by a par

ticular type of groupoids, namely the proper etale groupoids. We first begin with a 

differentiable orbifold Q and an orbifold atlas representing it. To this orbifold atlas 

we show that it can be associated a proper etale groupoid. We will see then that if 

we consider two atlases defining the same orbifold structure, the associated proper 

etale groupoids are Morita equivalent. This means that any orbifold structure can be 

represented up to Morita equivalence by a proper etale groupoid. Moreover, we can 

show that any such groupoid represents in a natural way an orbifold structure. It 

follows then that the category of orbifolds is the same as the category of proper etale 

groupoids after inverting Morita equivalence. 

We will consider in this section the category of differentiable orbifolds, although 

everything applies equally to the category of topological ones. Recall the definition of 

a differentiable orbifold given in Remark 2.2.5. Assume that the orbifold structure Q 

is given by an atlas of uniformizing charts { (xi' qi) hE I. Let X = llEI xi. We identify 

each Xi to a connected component of the differentiable manifold X and denote by 

q : X ---t IQI the union of maps qi, that is q(x) = qi(x) whenever X E xi. Any 

diffeomorphism h from an open subset U of X to another open subset of X such that 

q o h = qlu will be called a change of charts. 

The collection of change of charts form a pseudogroup £of local diffeomorphisms 

of X, called the pseudogroup of change of charts of the orbifold with respect to the 

atlas {(Xi, qi)}iEI· We have seen that if h: U ---tV is a change of charts such that U 

and V are contained in the same Xi and U is connected, then h is the restriction to U 

of an element of ri, hence£ contains in particular all the elements of the groups ri. 
We say that two points x, x' EX are on the same orbit of£ if there is an element 

h E £such that h(x) = x'. This defines an equivalent relation on X whose classes 

are called the orbits of£. We will denote X/£ the set of orbits endowed with the 

quotient topology. The map q : X ---t IQI induces a homeomorphism from X/£ to 

IQI. 
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To the pseudogroup £ of change of charts of an atlas of uniformizing charts 

{(Xi, qi)}iEI defining an orbifold Q , we can associate the etale groupoid (~,X) of all 

the germs of change of charts, with the topology of germs. Then q: X---+ IQI induces 

an homeomorphism between the space of orbits X/~ to IQI. 
Since (~,X) is the etale groupoid associated to a pseudogroup of change of charts 

of an orbifold, it is always effective (see section 3.3). Note that this groupoid is also 

proper. Indeed, let (xi, Xj) E xi X xj c X X X. If Xi and Xj are not in the same orbit, 

using the fact that the base space IQI is Hausdorff and locally compact, we can find a 

compact neighborhood K = Ki x Kj C X x X such that (a,w)-1 (K) = 0 and hence 

compact. Suppose now that qi(xi) = %(xi) = x, i.e. the points xi and Xj are in the 

same orbit above x E IQI. From the compatibility condition between the orbifolds 

charts (Xi, qi) and (Xj, qj) there exists a diffeomorphism h from a connected open 

neighborhood W of Xi to a neighborhood of Xj such that qj o h = qiiW· Moreover, we 

can assume that w c xi is ri-stable and that the isotropy group of w is (ri)xi (see 

Proposition 2.1.5). This implies that h(W) c Xi is frstable and its isotropy group 

is (rj)xr By Proposition 2.1.8 we have 

Since the isotropy groups are finite, the map (a,w) : ~ ---+ X x X is proper, i.e. 

( f§, X) is proper. 

We would like to see now the relation between the proper etale groupoids associ

ated (as above) to different atlases of uniformizing charts defining the same orbifold 

structure. First we have to introduce the notion of equivalent pseudogroups of local 

diffeomorphisms. 

We say that two pseudogroups ~ and Jf2 of local diffeomorphisms of differ

entiable manifolds X 1 and X 2 respectively, are equivalent if there is a pseudogroup 

£ of local diffeomorphisms of the disjoint union X = X 1 lJ X 2 whose restriction 

to X 1 and X 2 is equal to ~ and Jf2, and such that the inclusions X 1 ---+ X and 

X 2 ---+ X induces homeomorphisms between the orbit spaces XI/~ ---+ X/£ and 

X 2 / Jf2 ---+ X/£, respectively. If~ and Jf2 are equivalent, their associated etale 
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groupoids (~I, XI) and (~2 , X2) are Morita equivalent. As we have seen in Remark 

3.3.3, from the etale groupoids (~I, XI) and (~2, X2) associated to pseudogroups of 

local homeomorphisms ~ and ~' we can recover the pseudogroups and it turns 

out that if (~I, XI) is Morita equivalent to (~2 , X2) then~ and~ are equivalent. 

Hence, two pseudogroups are equivalent if and only if their associated etale groupoids 

are Morita equivalent. 

If two atlases of uniformizing charts {(x:, q~)}iEI and {(Xj', qj)}jEJ define the 

same orbifold structure on IQI, their pseudogroups of change of charts £' and £" 

are equivalent and the associated proper etale groupoids are Morita equivalent. There

fore, an orbifold structure on a topological space Q could be defined as the Morita 

equivalence class of (differentiable) proper etale groupoids ( ~, X) together with a 

homeomorphism from X/~ to Q, such that: 

(i) X/~ is Hausdorff, and 

(ii) each point of X has a neighborhood U such that the restriction of(~, X) to U 

is the groupoid associated to an effective action of a finite group on U. 

We will use the notation Q = X/~ to denote the orbifold whose pseudogroup of 

change of charts is equivalent to the pseudogroup associated to the proper etale 

groupoid (~,X). 

In fact, any proper etale groupoid (~,X) comes from an orbifold in this way. 

To see this, note first that any isotropy group of a proper etale groupoid is finite. 

Furthermore, any proper etale groupoid locally looks like the translation groupoid 

with respect to an action of the isotropy group. That is, for any x E X there exists 

an open neighborhood U C X with an action of the isotropy group ~x such that 

the restriction (~lu, U) is isomorphic to (~x ~ U, U) (see Proposition 5.30 in [MM]). 

This implies that any proper etale groupoid defines a natural orbifold structure on 

its space of orbits X/~. Recall that the space of orbits X/~ of a groupoid (~,X) 

is the quotient of the space X in which two points are identified if there is an arrow 

in ~ between them (see section 3.1). Equivalently, X/~ is the space of orbits of 
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the canonical <i1 action on X as defined in the next section. If we assume that the 

groupoid is effective then the orbifold structure on X/'<1 is such that the associated 

proper etale groupoid is Morita equivalent to ('<1, X). However, in the non reduced 

case the associated proper etale groupoid to the orbifold structure on X/'<1 is Morita 

equivalent to a quotient of the original groupoid ('<1, X) (compare with Remark 3.3.3). 

Under the above correspondence it is obvious that the etale groupoid of change of 

charts of an orbifold is developable if and only if the orbifold structure is developable. 

3.5 Structures over groupoids 

Recall that if G is a topological group then topological space Y is called a (left) G-. 
space if there is a continuous left action G x Y -t Y, written (g, y) = g.y, satisfying 

g'.(g.y) = (g'g)y and la.y = y for any g,g' E Gandy E Y. 

Let now ('<1, X) denote a topological groupoid with source and target projections 

a, w : <;# -t X. A (left) '<1-space is a topological manifold E together with a continuous 

map PE : E -t X and a continuous left action of <i1 onE with respect to the map PE· 

That is, a continuous map from 

<i1 Xx E := {(g, e)i PE(e) = a(g)} 

to E, written (g, e) = g.e, and such that w(g) = PE(g.e), g'.(g.e) = (g'g).e and 

lx.e = e. Note that for any groupoid ('<1, X), the space X is trivially a '<1-space. In 

a similar way one can define a smooth left action of a smooth groupoid ('<1, X) on a 

smooth manifold E. 

For two such ';#-spaces (E,pE) and (E',PE'), a map of ';#-spaces is a continuous 

(smooth) map h: E -t E' which commutes with the structure, i.e. PE' o h = PE and 

h(g.e) = g.h(e) (here each action is to be considered in the corresponding '<1-space). 

This defines a category ( <i1 - spaces). If 

('¢,!): (<i#',X') -t (<i#,X) 
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is a homomorphism of groupoids, then there is a functor 

'1/J* : (f"§ - spaces) ----+ (f§' - spaces) 

which associates to each f"§-space E the pullback X' Xx E with the induced action. If 

( '1/J, f) is an equivalence of groupoids, then '1/J* is an equivalence of categories. Thus, 

up to equivalence of categories, the category (f"§- spaces) depends only on the Morita 

equivalence of the groupoid f§. 

Similar to the group case, if Eisa fi§-space, one can define the groupoid associated 

to the action off§ on E to be the groupoid (f"§ Xx E, E). Its arrows g : e ----+ e' are 

arrows g: PE(e) ----+ PE(e') in f§ with g.e = e', and its source and target 

are given by o:E(e,g) = e the projection and WE(e,g) = e' the action. We will denote 

this groupoid by (f"§ ~ E, E), its dependence of the space X is to be understood. 

There is an obvious homomorphism of groupoids 

('7r,PE) : (f"§ ~ E, E)----+ (f§, X) 

and the fiber over x EX is p];/(x) C E. Note that if ('1/J, f) : (f"§', X') ----+ (f§, X) is a 

homomorphism of groupoids, then the diagram 

(f§' ~ '1/J*(E), 'lj;*(E)) - (f§ ~ E, E) 

l l (·~·) 
(f§',X') ____ _. 

(1/1,/) 
(f§, X). 

is a weak pullback up to Morita equivalence. 

We will define the quotient E jf§ to be the space of orbits of the groupoid (f"§ ~ 

E, E). This in general is not a manifold and note that at the level of orbit spaces 

Ejf§----+ Xjf§ the fiber above xis P"F}(x)/f§x while at the level of groupoids the fiber 

of (f"§ ~ E, E) ----+ (f§, X) the fiber over x EX is the fiber p_E/(x). 
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Remark 3.5.1. It can be proven that if (c.1, X) is an etale or a foliation groupoid, then 

so is (c.§ t>< E, E). Moreover, if E is Hausdorff and (c.§, X) is proper, then (c.§ t>< E, E) 

is also proper. In particular, if the groupoid (c.1, X) represents an orbifold Q = Xjc.§, 

then any Hausdorff c.1-space E represents an orbifold Ejc.§---+ Xjc.§ over Q. 

There is also a notion of a (left) action of a groupoid (c.§, X) on another groupoid 

(£, Y) (see [MM]). Ait is defined by two left continuous actions of c.§ over £ and 

Y over continuous maps P.Yt' : £ ---+ X and py : Y ---+ X respectively. That is, a 

continuous map 

c.1 x x £ : = { (g, h) I p .Yt' (h) = a (g)} ---+ £, (g, h) ~-+ g · h 

such that w(g) = P&(g ·h), g' · (g ·h)= g'g ·hand lx · h = h, and a continuous map 

c.1 Xx Y := {(g, y) I py(y) = a(g)} ---+ Y, (g, y) ~-+ g · y 

such that w(g) = py(g · y), g' · (g · y) = g'g · y and lx · y = y. Assume moreover that 

the groupoid structure maps of(£, Y) are compatible with the action. In particular, 

for the source and the target map, this implies that py(w(h)) = P&(h) = py(a(h)) 

for every h E £ and for multiplication map that g · ( hh') = (g · h) (g · h') whenever 

a(h) = w(h'). For every x EX the fiber (£;;, Yx) = (p:y?(x),p¥1(x)) above x EX 

is a full subgroupoid of(£, Y). This gives a family of subgroupoids indexed by the 

points X E X on which c.§ "acts" by a groupoid isomorphism ( £;;' Yx) ---+ c~/' Yx') 

for each arrow x ---+ x'. 

We can associate to a such action of c.§ on (£, Y) a groupoid (c.§ t>< £, Y) where 

the space of arrows is 

c.1 t>< £ = (c.§ Xx Y) Xy £ := { (g, y, h) I py(y) = a(g), g · y =a( h)}. 

If (g, y, h) is an arrow from y to w(h) and (g', y', h') is an arrow from y' = w(h) to 

w(h'), then their multiplication 

(g, y, h)(g', y', h') = (gg', y, (g. h)h') 

is the arrow from y to w(h'). 
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g·h 

g g 

hh' 

~~ • • • 
a(h) ~ r# w(h') 

ox 

Figure 3.1: Compatibility with the ~-action in (£, Y). 

Remark 3.5.2. In the particular case of a unit groupoid (E, E), this definition agrees 

with the one for (~ 1>< E, E) up to the obvious isomorphism. 

In what follows we emphasize how the language of groupoids leads to a uniform 

definition of structures over orbifolds, like vector bundles, principal bundles and cov

ering spaces. A more detailed presentation of the results there is contained in [MM]. 

A vector bundle over a groupoid (~,X) is a ~-space E for which the projection 

map p: E -t X is a vector bundle over the space of objects and the action of~ onE 

is fiberwise linear. In particular each fiber Ex is a linear representation of the isotropy 

group ~x· We denote Vect(~) for the category of vector bundles over (~,X). If the 

groupoid (~,X) is Morita equivalent to another groupoid (~',X') then the category 

Vect(~) is equivalent to Vect(~'). In particular, if (~,X) represents an orbifold Q 

then up to equivalence of categories there is a well defined category of vector bundles 

over Q denoted V ect ( Q). It is easy to see that the tangent bundle T X of the space of 

objects of a groupoid (~,X) has a natural structure of a vector bundle over (~,X). 

A metric on such a vector bundle is a metric in the usual sense which is preserved by 
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the action of C§. 

Let G be a topological group. A principal G-bundle over a groupoid (r.1, X) is a 

r.1-space P with a left action G x P ---+ P which makes the projection p : P ---+ X 

into a principal G-bundle over X and is compatible with the groupoid action in the 

following sense: for any e E P, 'Y E G and g E r.1 such that w(g) = p(e) we have 

('Ye).g = 'Y(e.g). 

A covering space over a groupoid (r.1, X) is a r.1-space X for which the map p: X---+ 

X is a covering map. The covering spaces of a groupoid form a full subcategory of (r.1-

spaces) denoted Cov(r.1). If ('1/J, f) : (C§', X')---+ (r.1, X) is a groupoid homomorphism, 

the functor '1/J* : ( C§ - spaces) ---+ ( C§' - spaces) restricts to a functor from C ov ( r.1) to 

C ov ( C§') and this is an equivalence of categories whenever ( 'ljJ, f) is an equivalence of 

groupoids. 

Let r be a group acting by homeomorphisms on a simply connected topological 

space X. Let robe a subgroup of r. Let X:= r /foX X, where r /fo has the discrete 

topology. The group r acts naturally on X by the rule "(.('Y'r0 , x) = ('Y.x, 'Y'Y'ro). 

Let p : r /f 0 x X ---+ X be the natural projection. The functor 1r : r t>< X ---+ r t>< X 

mapping ('Y, x) I-t ('Y,p(x)) gives the morphism (1r,p) : (r t>< X, X) ---+ (r t>< X, X) 

which can be considered as a covering. The natural inclusion r 0 x X ---+ r x X sending 

('Yo, X) I-t ('Yo, (r o, X)) defines an etale homomorphism (r 0 t>< X, X) - (r t>< X' X) 
which is an equivalence. In fact the equivalence classes of connected coverings of the 

groupoid (r t>< X, X) are in bijective correspondence with the conjugacy classes of 

subgroups of r. 

In particular, for an orbifold Q, up to equivalence of categories, there is a well 

defined category C ov ( Q). In this case, if ( C§, X) is a proper etale groupoid associated 

to the orbifold structure on Q, then any covering (X ~C§, X) of (r.1, X) is again proper 
- -and etale (see Remark 3.5.1) and its space of orbits Q :=X jr§ is a covering orbifold 

for Q. To see this, note that the local charts on the orbit spaces are of the form fJ /f 
and u ;r where r = r.1x and f ::; r is a subgroup. 
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3.6 Homotopy groups of groupoids 

Let K be a topological space and (~,X) be a topological groupoid with source and 

target projections a, w: ~-+X. A morphism from K to(~, X) is a homomorphism 

between the unit groupoid (K, K) (see Example 3.2.1 (2)) to the groupoid(~, X). A 

more direct definition of a morphism from a topological space to a groupoid can be 

given using ~-maps (or cocycles, see [GH]). 

Let%' := {Ui}iEI be an open cover of the topological space K. A ~-map from K 

to (~,X) over the cover %' is a collection of continuous maps fi : Ui -+X such that 

whenever ui n uj =1- 0 there is a continuous map 

and which satisfies the cocycle condition 

for any X E ui n uj n uk. Note that the cocycle condition implies in particular that 

each fii(x) is a unit of~ and also that fij 1 = hi· Moreover, since the maps fi can 

be identified with the maps fii via the natural inclusion X-+~' the ~-map over %' 

is completely characterized by the 1-cocycle fij over %'. 

Two ~-maps over two open covers of K with value in~ are equivalent if there is a 

~-map with value in~ on the disjoint union of those two covers extending the given 

ones on each of them. An equivalence class of ~-map is called a morphism from K 

to~ (or when Q is an orbifold X/~ a "continuous map" from K to Q). The set of 

equivalence classes of ~-maps on K with value in~ is denoted, according Haefiiger, 

by H 1(K, ~). Any morphism from K to~ projects, via q: X-+ X/~= IQI, to a 

continuous map from K to IQI; note that two distinct morphisms may have the same 

projection. 

If f§ and ~' are the groupoids of germs of the changes of charts of two atlases 

defining the same orbifold structure on a space IQI, then there is a natural bijection 
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between the sets H 1(K, ~)and H 1(K, ~'). Any continuous map between topological 

spaces f: K'-+ K induces a map 

Two morphisms from K to ~ are homotopic if there is a morphism from K x [0, 1] 

to ~ such that the morphisms from K to ~ induced by the natural inclusions k f--+ 

(k, i), i = 0, 1, from K to K x [0, 1] are the given morphisms. 

Another description of morphisms from K to ~ can be given in terms of isomor

phism classes of principal ~-bundles over K (see [GH]). 

A principal ~-bundle over K is a topological space E together with a surjective 

continuous map p : E -+ K and a continuous action ( e, g) f--+ e.g of ~ on E with 

respect to a continuous map QE : E -+ X such that p(e.g) = p(e). Moreover we 

assume that the action is simply transitive on the fibers of p in the following sense. 

Each point of K has an open neighborhood U with a continuous section s : U -+ E 

with respect to p such that the map U x x ~ -+ p-1 ( U) mapping pairs ( u, g) E U x ~ 

with w(g) = qEs(u) to s(u).g is a homeomorphism. It follows that if t2t = (Ui)iEI is 

an open cover of K and if si : Ui -+ E is a local continuous section of p above Ui 

for each i E I, then there are unique continuous maps Iii : Ui n Ui -+ ~ such that 

Si(u) = Sj(u)/ii(u) for each u E ui n Uj. Thus f = (fij) is a 1-cocycle over t2t with 

value in~. 

Iff= (fij) is a 1-cocycle over an open cover t2t = (Ui)iEI of K with value in~' 

then we can construct a principal ~-bundle E over K by identifying in the disjoint 

union of the fiber products 

Ui Xx ~ = {(u, g) E Ui X~: w(g) = fii(u)} 

the point (u, g) E ui Xx ~' u E ui n uj, with the point (u, /ii(u)g) E Uj Xx ~. The 

projections p: E- K and QE: E-X map the equivalence class of (u, g) E ui Xx~ 

to u and a(g) resp. and the action of g' on the class of ( u, g) is the class of ( u, gg'). A 

principal ~-bundle obtained in this way by using an equivalent cocycle is isomorphic 

to the preceding one, i.e. there is a homeomorphism between them projecting to the 
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identity of K and commuting with the action of r.#. This isomorphism is determined 

uniquely by a cocycle extending the two given cocycles. 

Therefore we see that there is a natural bijection between the set H 1 ( K, r.#) and 

the set of isomorphism classes of principal r.#-bundles over K. This correspondence 

is functorial via pull back: if E is a principal r.#-bundle over K and iff : K' --+ K is 

a continuous map, then the pull back f* E of E by f (or the bundle induced from E 

by f) is the bundle K' x K E whose elements are the pairs ( k', e) E K' x E such that 

f(k') is the projection of e. 

r.1 itself can be considered as a principal r.#-bundle over X with respect to the 

projection w : r.1 --+ X, the map Q<.# : r.1 --+ X being the source projection. Any 

continuous map f: K--+ X induces the principal r.#-bundle f*r.# = K xx r.1 over K. 

Let K be a topological space, L ~ K be a subspace and F be a principal r.#

bundle over L. A morphism from K to r.1 relative to F is represented by a pair ( E, <p) 

where E is a principal r.#-bundles E over K and <p is an isomorphism from F to the 

restriction ElL of E above L. Two such pairs (E, <p) and (E', <p') represent the same 

morphism from K to r.1 relative to F if there is an isomorphism <I> : E --+ E' such 

that <p' = <I> o <p. 

Two morphisms represented by (E0 , <p0 ) and (E1 , <p1) from K to r.1 relative to F 

are homotopic (relative to F) if there is a bundle E over K x I and an isomorphism 

from EJ(Kxal)u(Lxl) to the bundle obtained by gluing F xI to E0 x {0} and E1 x {1} 

using the isomorphism <po and <p1 . 

Let In = [0, 1]n be the n-cube, and let 8In be its boundary. Fix a base point x in 

X. Let F be the bundle over ar induced from the bundle r.1 by the constant map 

8In --+X onto the point x. We define 7rn((r.#, X), x) as the set of homotopy classes of 

principal r.#-bundle over r relative to F. Similar to the case of topological spaces one 

proves that this set has a natural group structure, called the nth_ homotopy group 

of (r.#, X) based at x. In the case where (r.#, X) represents a connected orbifold Q, 

this group is called the n-th homotopy group of Q, and for n = 1 the (orbifold) 

fundamental group of Q. 
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3. 7 Paths and loops on orbifolds 

Let (~,X) be an etale topological groupoid representing an orbifold Q. A ~-path on 

Q is a morphism from lR to(~, X). If x andy are two points in X a ~-path between 

them parametrized by [0, 1] is just a morphism from [0, 1] as topological space to 

(~,X). Using the compactness of [0, 1], such a morphism can be represented over a 

finite subdivision of the unit interval. 

Definition 3.7.1. Let x andy be two points of X. A ~-path from x to y over 

a subdivision 0 = t0 :::; t 1 :::; · · · :::; tk = 1 of the interval [0, 1] is a sequence c = 

(go, c1, g1, ... ck, gk) where: 

(i) each ci : [ti-l, ti] --+X is a continuous map, 

(ii) g0 , ... , gk are arrows such that a(gi) = ci(ti) fori= 1, 2, ... k, w(gi) = ci+I(ti) 

fori= 0, 1, ... k- 1 and a(go) = x, w(gk) = y. 

Figure 3.2: A ~-path. 

If(~, X) is a groupoid of local isometries (for example if(~, X) represents a Rie

mannian orbifold Q) then we can define the length of the ~-path c = (g0 , c1 , g1 , ... ck, gk), 

l (c) as being the sum of the length of the paths ci. The pseudodistance on the space 

of orbits X/~ between the orbits of two points x andy is the infimum of the length 

of the paths joining x to y. 

Among ~-paths from x toy parametrized by [0, 1] we can define an equivalence 

relation given by the following operations: 
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(i) Given a ~-path c = (go, c1, g1, ... , ck, 9k) over the subdivision 0 = to :::; t1 :::; 

· · · :::; tk = 1, we can add a new point t' E (ti_1, ti) together with the unit 

element g' = 1c;(t') to get a new sequence, replacing ci inc by c~, g', c7, where~ 
and c~' are the restriction of ci to the intervals [ti-l, t'] and [t', ti] respectively. 

9o cl , (~---, . 
X 

Figure 3.3: Equivalent ~-path over a subdivision with a new point t' E (ti-l, ti) . 

(ii) Replace the ~-path c by a new one c' = (gb, c'1, g~, ... , c~, g~) over the same 

subdivision as follows: for each i = 1, ... , k choose continuous maps hi : 

[ti-l,ti] --+ ~ such that a(hi(t)) = ci(t), and define c~(t) := w(hi(t)), g~ .

hi+I(ti)gi(hi(ti))-1 fori= 1, ... , k- 1 and gb := h1(0)go, g~ := 9k(hk(1))-1. 

Figure 3.4: Equivalent ~-paths over the same subdivision. 

Remark 3.7.2. (a) if two ~-paths on different subdivisions are equivalent, then 

we can pass from one to another first by considering their equivalent paths by 

(i) on a suitable common subdivision, and then by an operation similar to (ii). 
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(b) note that two equivalent ~-paths have the same initial and terminal point. 

(c) for any ~-path c = (g0 ,c1 ,g1, ... ,ck,gk) from x toy, we can find equivalent 

paths c' = (gb, c~, g~, ... , c~, gf) such that gb = 1x or gf = 1y. For this reason, 

by abuse of notation we will denote sometimes the initial point of c by c(O) and 

the terminal point by c(1), even if g0 or 9k may not be units. 

(d) since the groupoid ( ~, X) is Hausdorff and etale, then the continuous maps hi 

in (ii) above are uniquely defined by c and c'. 

(e) if a ~-path c from x toy is such that all the c/s are constant, then the equiva

lence class of c is completely characterized by an element c E ~ with a(g) = x 

and w(g) = y. 

The equivalence class of a ~-path c from x toy will be denoted by [c]x,y, and the 

set of such equivalence classes will be denoted by nx,y(~), or simply by nx,y· 

As we have seen in the previous section, the set nx,y corresponds bijectively to 

the set of isomorphism classes of principal ~-bundles E over I = [0, 1] relative to 

the bundle F over 8! induced from~ by the map 8! --t X sending 0 to x and 1 

to y. The bundle E is obtained from c as the quotient of the union of the bundles 

ci(~) by the equivalence relation identifying (ti,9i9) E c[(~) to (ti,g) E c[+1 (~) for 

i = 1, ... , k- 1. The isomorphism from Eler to F maps (0, g) E ci(~) to (0, gog) and 

(1, g) E ck(~) to (1, g;;1g). 

If X= y, set Ox = Oxx and thencE Ox is called a closed ~-path with base point 

x. Its equivalence class is called a ~-loop based at x and is denoted by [c]x· The set 

of ~-loops based at X is denoted by nx(~) or simply nx. The set UxEX nx of based 

loops will be denoted by nx. 

The set Ox is in bijective correspondence with the set of isomorphisms classes of 

principal ~-bundle over the circle § 1 relative to the bundle F over 1 E § 1 induced 

from~ by the map sending 1 to x. The relative bundle E[c)., corresponding to cis 

constructed as follows. For j = 1, ... , k, let §} be the image of the interval [tj_1 , tj] 

by the map t 1-7 e2i1rt; let Ej be the pull back of the principal ~-bundle~ by the map 
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§} --+X sending e2
i1rt to Cj(t). The bundle E[c]., is the quotient of the disjoint union 

of the Ei by the equivalence relation identifying (e2i1rti, g) E Ei+1 to (e2i1rti, gig) E Ei 

for j < k and (1, g) E E 1 to (1, gkg0g) E Ek. The isomorphism from the restriction of 

E[c]., over {1} to F maps the equivalence class of (1, g) E E 1 to (1, g0g) E F. 

Remark 3.7.3. If c = (g0 ,c1 ,g1 , ..• ,ck,gk) and C
1 = (gb,c~,g~, ... c~,g~) are two 

equivalent ~-paths from x toy (or closed ~-loops at x) over the same subdivision, 

then the maps hi in (ii) above induces an isomorphism from the relative principal 

~-bundle associated to c to the one associated to c'. By Remark 3.7.2 (d) this 

isomorphism is unique. 

Let x, y E X and c = (g0 , c1 , g1 , ... , ck, gk) be a ~-path from x toy, defined over 

the subdivision 0 = t0 ::; t 1 ::; · • · ::; tk = 1. We can define the inverse of c to be the 

~-path from y to x given by c-1 = (gb, c~, g~, ... , c~, g~) defined over the subdivision 

0 = tb < t~ < · · · < t~ = 1, where for each i = 0, ... , k we have t~ = 1- tk-i, g~ = gk~i 
and c~(t) = Ck-i(1 - t) for t E [t~-ll t~] and i = 1, ... , k. It is easy to see that the 

inverses of equivalent ~-paths are equivalent. 

If we are given two ~-paths c = (g0 , c1 , g1, ... , ck, gk) over a subdivision 0 = t0 < 
t1 ::; · · · ::; tk = 1 and C1 = (gb, c~, g~, ... , c~,, g~,) over 0 = tb ::; t~ ::; · · · ::; t~, = 1 such 

that the initial point of c1 is the terminal point of c, we can define their composition( or 

concatenation) c * c1 to be the ~-path c11 = (g~, c~, g~, ... , c'£, g%) over a subdivision 

0 = t~ ::; t~ ::; · · · ::; t%+k' = 1, where 

t~1 = ti/2, for i = 0, ... , k and t~1 = 1/2 + t~-k/2, for i = k, ... , k + k1 
; 

c~(t) = ci(t/2), for i = 1, ... , k and c~(t) = c~_k(2t- 1), for i = k + 1, ... , k + k1 
; 

d ll C 0 k. II I II I C. k 1 k kl an gi = gi, 1or , · · ·, - 't, gk = gogk, gi = gi_k, 1or 't = + , · · ·, + · 

Again, if c is equivalent to c and c1 is equivalent to c1
, then the composition c * c1 is 

equivalent to c * C'. 

An elementary homotopy between two ~-paths c = (g0 , c1, g1 , ... , ck, gk) over 0 = 
to ::; t1 ::; · · · ::; tk = 1 and C

1 = (gb, c~, g~, ... , c'k, g~) over 0 = t~ ::; t~ ::; · · · ::; t~ = 1, 
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with the same end points, is a family of S#-paths parametrized by s E [s0 , s1], c8 = 

(g0, c]_, gj_, ... , ck, gk) over 0 = tg ~ ti ~ · · · ~ tk = 1 where ti, cf and gf depend 

continuously on the parameters, g0 and gk are independent of sand c80 = c, c81 =c. 

Figure 3.5: An elementary homotopy of S#-paths. 

We say that two paths are homotopic (relative to their end points) if one can be 

obtained from the other by a finite sequence of the following operations: 

(i) equivalence of S#-paths, 

(ii) elementary homotopies. 

The homotopy class of a S#-path c will be denoted by [c). If c and c' are two 

composable S#-paths, the homotopy class of c * c' depends only on the homotopy 

classes of c and c' and will be denoted [c * c') = [c)* [c'). If c, c' and c" are composable 

S#-paths, then [c * c') * [c") = [c) * [c' * c") = [c)* [c') * [c"). 

With the operation of composition of S#-paths, the set of homotopy classes of S#

loops based at a point x0 form a group called the fundamental group 1r1 ( (S#, X), x0 ) of 

(S#, X) based at Xo. A continuous homomorphism of etale groupoids ('¢,f) : (S#, X) ---+ 

(S#', X') induces a homomorphism 1r1((S#, X), xo)---+ 7ri((S#', X'), f(xo)). 

As we can see in the following proposition in the case of a S# -connected etale 

groupoid, up to isomorphism, the fundamental group 1r1 ((S#, X), x0 ) is independent 

of the choice of the base point (see [BH]). 

Proposition 3.7.4. Let (S#, X) be an e.tale groupoid and Xo E X be a base point 

and let a be a S# -path joining x0 to x1 E X. Then the map that associates to each 
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r.1-loop based at Xo the r.1-loop a-I * c *a based at XI induces an isomorphism from 

7ri((r.1, X), xo) to 7ri((r.1, X), xi)· 

If ('1/J, f) : (r.1, X)---+ (C§', X') is an equivalence of etale groupoids, then the induced 

homomorphism on the fundamental groups is an isomorphism. 

A groupoid is called simply connected if it is r.1-connected and its fundamental 

group is trivial. 

In the case when the groupoid (r.1, X) represents a connected orbifold Q the fun

damental group rri((r.1,X),*) is denoted rrrrb(Q) and coincides with the previous 

definition of the orbifold fundamental group given in termas of covering spaces (see 

2.7). 

Let Q be a topological orbifold and (r.1, X) the etale groupoid associated to the 

pseudogroup of change of uniformizing charts. The set of free loops on Q is the set 

of equivalence classes of morphisms from the circle §I to (r.1, X). Such a morphism 

can be represented over a subdivision 0 = t0 ::::; ti ::::; · · · ::::; tk = 1 by a closed r.1-path 

c = (go, ci, gi, ... , ck, gk) based at some point x E X. This time the equivalence 

relation is generated by i) and ii) together with 

(iii) for any element g E r.1 such that a:(g) = x, then c = (g0 , ci, gi, ... , ck, gk) is 

equivalent to e.g := (g-Igo, ci, gi, ... , ck, gkg). 

The class of c under this equivalence relation is noted [c] and is called a free loop on 

Q. It depends only of the orbifold structure Q and not on a particular atlas defining 

it. 

The groupoid C§ acts naturally on the right on the set Ox of based r.1-loops with 

respect to the projection p : Ox ---+ X associating to a based r.1-loop its base point. 

If g is an element of C§ with source x and target y, then ([c]x).g E Oy is the r.1-loop 

based at y represented by e.g. The action of C§ on Ox with respect pis continuous. 

The quotient of Ox by this action is by definition the "space" of (continuous) free 

loops IA(r.1)1 = IAQI on Q. 
Under the projection q: X ---+ IQI, every free r.1-loop is mapped to a free loop on 

I Q I· Therefore if A I Q I is the space of free loops on the topological space I Q I, we have 
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a map 

IAQI --7 AIQI. 

We denote lA 0QI the subset of IAQI formed by the free loops on Q projecting to 

a constant loop. An element of this subset is represented by a closed ~-path c = 

(g0 , c1, g1), where g0 is a unit 1x, c1 is the constant map from [0, 1] to x and g1 is an 

element of the subgroup ~x = { {g E ~ : a:(g) = w(g) = x }. The equivalence class [c] 

of c corresponds to the conjugacy class of g1 in ~x· 

In the developable case, if Q = X ;r is a global quotient of a connected mani

fold X by a properly discontinuous action of a discrete subgroup r of its group of 

diffeomorphisms, then the free loops based at x E X are in bijective correspondence 

with pairs (c, !'), where c: [0, 1] --t X is a continuous path with c(O) = x and')' is an 

element of r mapping c(1) to x. The free loops on Q are represented by classes of 

pairs (c, 'Y) as above, with (c, 'Y) equivalent to (co 8, 8-11'8), for all 8 E f. Assuming 

X is simply connected, the set of homotopy classes of elements of IAQI is in bijective 

correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes in r. 
For instance let X = JR2 and r = Zn be the group generated by a rotation p 

fixing 0 and of angle 21r jn. Let ~ be the groupoid associated to the action of r on 

X. The orbifold Q =X/~ is a cone. Consider the closed free ~-loop represented by 

the pair (c, pk), where cis the constant path at 0. If we deform this loop slightly so 

that it avoids the origin, its projection to the cone IQI will be a curve going around 

the vertex a number of times congruent to k modulo n ; in particular, when k = n, 

it could also be a constant loop. 

On free loop space, we have two operations, the first one defined by a change of 

parameter, and the second one by m-times iteration. 

Since IAQI = H 1(§1 , ~), a homeomorphism h : §1 
--t §1 induces a bijection 

h* : H 1(§1, ~) --t H 1(§1, ~). This gives a continuous action on IAQI of the group of 

homeomorphisms of § 1 leaving invariant the subspace IA0QI offree loops of length 0. 

By restriction we get an action of the group 0(2) of isometries of § 1 on IAQI. The 

fixed point set of the action of 0(2) (or S0(2)) on IAQI is the subspace IA0QI of free 
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loops of length zero. 

For a positive integer m, the map e2i1rt ~---? e2i1rmt from § 1 to § 1 induces a map 

HI(§l, r.1) -+ HI(§\ r.1). If c = (go, ci, ... , ck, gk) is a closed r.1-path then the image 

of [c] by this map is equal to [em], where em is the m-th iterate of c. 

3.8 Classifying space 

Given a groupoid r.1 a very important construction is that of its classifying space Br.§, 

the base space of a principal r.1-bundle Er.§ -+ r.§. In the general case one possible 

construction is the geometric realization of the nerve of the groupoid representing the 

orbifold. Our description follows Segal's fat realization construction. An alternative 

method is Milnor's infinite join construction. 

Let (r.1, X) denote a topological groupoid with source and target maps a, w: r.1-+ 

X. Let r,g(n) denote the iterated fiber product 

r,g(n) := { (gi, g2, ... , gn) I gi E r.1, a(gi) = w(gi+I) fori = 1, ... , n- 1} 

and let c;g(o) = X denote the set of objects. It is worth thinking of r,g(n) as the manifold 

of composable strings of arrows in r.§: 

91 92 9n Xo +--- XI +--- X2 +--- ... +--- Xn 

With this data we can form a simplicial set (see [Se]). 

Definition 3.8.1. A semi-simplicial set (resp. group, space, manifold) A. is a se

quence of sets {resp. groups, spaces, manifolds) {An}nEN together with maps 

A -+A -+A -+ -+A -+ o+- If- 2+-- ''' f- m+- ''' 



called boundary and degeneracy maps, satisfying 

8/)j - 8j-18i if i < j 

SiSj - Sj+lSi if i < j 

I 
Sj-18i if i < j 

8isj - 1 if i = j, j + 1 

s jai-l if i > i + 1 
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The nerve of a category~ (see [Se]) is a semi-simplicial set N~ where the objects 

of~ are vertices, the morphisms of~ are the 1-simplexes, the triangular commutative 

diagrams are the 2-simplexes, and so on. 

For a groupoid (~,X), the corresponding simplicial object N~ is defined by 

N~n = An = ~(n) and the boundary maps 8i : ~(n) --+ ~(n-l): 

{ 

(g2, ... , gn) if i = 0 

8i(gl, ... '9n) = (gl, ... 'm(gi, gi+l), ... 'gn) if 1 ::; i ::; n- 1 

(gl, ... ,gn-1) if i = n 

and the degeneracy maps Sj : ~(n) --+ ~(n+l): 

for j = 0 

Denote by !J. n the standard n-simplex in lRn. Let 8i : ,6. n-l --+ ,6. n be the linear 

embedding of /J.n-l into !J.n as the i-th face, and let aj: !J.n+l --+ !J.n be the linear 

projection of !J.n+l onto its j-th face. Define the spaces !J.n x ~(n), where the points of 

!J.n x (g1 , g2, ... , gn) are understood as the points in the simplex with longest sequence 

of edges being named as (g1, g2, ... , gn). 

By gluing these spaces together along the simplicial operators we obtain the so 

called geometric realisation of the simplicial object A •. 

Definition 3.8.2. The geometric realization IA.I of the simplicial object A. is the 

space 



g1 

~2 X 02(g1,g2,g3) 

= ~2 X (g1, g2g3) 

g1 

Figure 3.6: A description of ~3 x (g1, g2, g3) and its boundary ~2 x (g1, g2g3). 
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The semi-simplicial object N~ determines~ and its topological realization B~ is 

called the classifying space of the category. Here ~ is a topological category in Segal's 

sense [Se). 

For a groupoid (c.1, X) we will call B(r.§, X) = Br.§ = 1Nc.11 the classifying space 

of the groupoid. Note that Br.§ is an infinite dimensional space and the topology of 

Br.§ is the quotient topology induced from the topology of l1 ~ n X r.§(n) (hence the 

topologies of r.§(n)'s are relevant here). 

An important basic property of the classifying space construction is that an equiv

alence between groupoids ('!j;, f) : (c.1, X)--+ (r.1', X') induces a homotopy equivalence 
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between their classifying spaces (see [Se], [M]) 

B'l/J : Bf§-+ Bf§'. 

This means that for any point x E X, the equivalence ( '1/J, f) induces an isomorphism 

of homotopy groups 

7rn(Br.1, x) ~ 7rn(Br.1',J(x)). 

Thus, if Q is an orbifold whose orbifold structure is given by the groupoid (f"§, X) we 

can define its homotopy type as being that of the classifying space Bf§: 

the definition being independent of the choice of the groupoid representing the orbifold 

and of the base point x E Q and of the lift x EX for which q(x) E IQI is mapped to 

x by the induced homeomorphism Xjf§-+ IQI. 

Example 3.8.3. (1) For the groupoid (*,G) the classifying space coincides with 

the classifying space BG of the group G. This space classifies the principal 

G-bundles. 

(2) If (M, %') is a manifold then the classifying space of the groupoid Mo// is homo

topy equivalent to M: BMo// ~ M. (see [Se]) 

(3) For the groupoid ( G 1>< M, M) associated to an action of a group G on a topo

logical space M, the classifying space is the homotopy quotient 

B(G 1>< M) ~Me= (EG x M)/G 

where the action of G is given by g.(e, x) = (eg-I, gx) . 

When f§ is the groupoid of germs of changes of charts of an atlas of uniformizing 

charts for a Riemannian orbifold Q of dimension n, there is an explicit construction 

of Bf§ which is independent of the particular atlas defining Q and which will be 

therefore be denoted BQ (see [H] and also [GH]). It uses the fact that any reduced 
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orbifold Q is isomorphic to the global quotient M / G of a manifold by an effective, 

smooth and almost free action of a topological group. An explicit construction of M 

is the so-called orthonormal frame bundle PQ over Q and G is the orthogonal group 

O(n). Then one considers the universal O(n) bundle EO(n) --+ BO(n) and defines 

BQ to be the quotient of EO(n) x PQ by the diagonal action of O(n). This gives a 

natural projection p: BQ --+ Q with generic fiber the contractible space EO(n) and 

Haefliger defined the cohomology, homology and homotopy groups by 

The definition of 1rrb is equivalent to that of Thurston ( [Tl]) in terms of deck trans

formations, and when Q is a smooth manifold these (orbifold) groups coincide with 

the usual groups. It is worth noting here that, in general, these groups are not topo

logical invariants, but invariants of the orbifold structure only. However, rationally 

the ( orbifold) groups are the same as the usual groups, hence they are topological 

invariants. 



Chapter 4 

Developability of orbifolds of 

nonpositive curvature 

In this chapter we give a proof of developability for complete Riemannian orbifolds 

of nonpositive curvature, a result first proved by Gromov. The chapter is structured 

as follows. In first section we introduce the notion of ~-geodesic path on a connected 

Riemannian orbifold, where (~,X) is the groupoid associated to the germs of change 

of charts of the orbifold structure. This is possible since in this case (~,X) is a 

groupoid of local isometries which is Hausdorff and is ~-connected. It is also complete 

if the orbifold is assumed to be complete. In section 4.2 we introduce an analogue of 

the exponential map from the manifold case, as being the base map of an uniquely 

defined morphism from the tangent space TxX into X. We see there that expx 

is continuous and that the action of ~ on TxX with respect to this map induces a 

groupoid structure on the tangent space which is Morita equivalent to (TxX ><l~x, TxX) 

and hence it is developable. This time, the induced groupoid homomorphism is the 

same as the good coo orbifold map Exp considered by Ruan and Chen in [CR]. 

In section 4.3 we prove an orbifold analogue of the Hopf-Rinow Theorem for 

manifolds, namely that a connected Riemannian orbifold is complete if and only if 

it is geodesically complete. We also prove any two points in a complete connected 

Riemannian orbifold can be joined by a minimal geodesic ~-path. 
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In section 4.4 we introduce Jacobi fields and define the notion of conjugate points 

for orbifolds. We relate conjugate points along a geodesic ~-path to the critical points 

of the exponential map. 

In the last section we consider the case of complete Riemannian orbifolds of non

positive curvature. Applying the curvature condition to Jacobi fields we prove that 

there are never conjugate points along any geodesic ~-path and using the results in 

section 4.4 we conclude that the exponential map is etale. Then the morphism from 

the developable (by Lemma 4.2.2) groupoid associated to the action of~ on TxX 

into (~,X) whose base map is the exponential map is a covering. This proves that 

(~,X) is developable, i.e. the orbifold Q is developable. The same result holds for 

complete Riemannian orbifolds Q which contain a pole. 

4.1 Geodesic ~-paths 

Let Q be a Riemannian orbifold. Recall that an orbifold structure is said to be 

Riemannian if each uniformizing chart Xi is a Riemannian manifold and if the change 

of charts are local isometries. On X = lJ Xi a Riemannian metric is defined as the 

union of the riemannian metrics on each Xi and this Riemannian structure induces 

a length metric whose quotient gives a pseudometric on the space of orbits IQI. In 

this case, the etale groupoid of germs of change of uniformizing charts is a group 

of local isometries. The fact that the base space IQI is Hausdorff implies that the 

pseudometric is always a metric and induces the given topology on IQI. Moreover the 

groupoid(~, X) associated to the pseudogroup of germs of change of charts is always 

Hausdorff and it is complete if and only if Q is complete. 

In the case when Q is connected note that X as a disjoint union is not connected 

but it is ~-path connected in that, for any two points x, y E X, there is a ~-path 

c = (lx, c1, 92, ... , ck, ly) defined over some subdivision 0 = t 0 :::; t1 :::; · · · :::; tk = 1 

connecting x to y. We will assume in what follows that Q is connected. 

Definition 4.1.1. A geodesic ~-path from x to y in a Riemannian orbifold is a 

~-path c = (go, c1, 91, ... , ckl 9k) from x toy such that: 
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(i) each ci : [ti_1 , ti] -+ X is a geodesic segment with constant speed ci; 

(ii) the differential dgi of a representative of 9i at ci ( ti), maps the velocity vector 

~ ( ti) to the velocity vector ~+ 1 ( ti) . 

We say that a geodesic ~-path c = (g0 , c1 , g1, ... , ck, gk) is normalized if the all 

the geodesic segments ci are normalized geodesics, i.e. they are parametrized by the 

arc-length. In what follows we will consider normalized geodesic ~-paths. 

Note that the projection q : X -+ IQI associates uniquely to each equivalence 

class of geodesic ~-paths [c] parametrized over [0, 1] a continuous path [0, 1] ~----+ IQI. 
This is the base map of a smooth orbifold map which is also good in the sense of 

the Definition 2.4.2. Equivalently we could define a geodesic on an orbifold to be a 

good coo orbifold map from [0, 1] to Q which locally lifts to geodesics. When there 

is no place of confusion, we will refer to the underlying map as of the geodesic path 

on the orbifold. Sometimes is convenient to consider the geodesic ~-paths issuing at 

a point which can be extended indefinitely. Then, one should consider (admissible) 

covers of lR (or [0, oo)) and the associated (possible infinite) sequence of elements 9i 

and geodesic paths ci as in Definition 4.1.1. 

It is easy to see that if c is a geodesic ~-path from x to y, then the vector 

d(g0)-1c1 (0) at x is an invariant of the equivalence class [c]x,y and is called the initial 

vector of the ~-geodesic c. 

If c is a closed ~-path, it represents a closed geodesic [ c] (or a geodesic loop) on Q 

if moreover the differential of 9o9k maps the velocity vector ck ( 1) to the vector c1 ( 0). 

A free loop of length 0 is always a closed geodesic. 

In the developable case, if the orbifold Q is the quotient of a connected Riemannian 

manifold X by a discrete subgroup r of its group of isometries, then any closed 

geodesic on Q is represented by a pair (c, !'),where c: [0, 1] -+X is a geodesic and 'Y 

an element of r such that the differential of 'Y at c(1) maps the velocity vector c(1) 

to c(O); another such pair (c', 'Y') represents the same geodesic if and only if there is 

an element 8 E r such that c' = 8.c and 'Y' = 8-1/'8. 
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As an example (see [GH]), consider the orbifold Q which is the quotient of the 

round 2-sphere 8 2 by a rotation p of angle 1r fixing the north pole N and the south 

poleS. The quotient space IQI is a sphere with two conical points [N] and [S], images 

of N and S. There are two homotopy classes of free loops on Q. Closed geodesics 

homotopic to a constant loop are represented by a closed geodesic on 8 2 (their length 

is an integral multiple of 27r ). If they have positive length, their image in IQI is either 

the equator, a figure eight or a meridian. Closed geodesics in the other homotopy 

class are represented by a pair ( c, p), where c is either the constant map to N or S, 

or a geodesic arc on the equator of length an integral odd multiple of 1r. 

4.2 Exponential map 

We would like to introduce on X an analogue of the exponential map such that 

the geodesic W-paths could be the image of a line segment containing the origin 

in TxX. We will have to overcome the following difficulty. For any point x E X 

using the Riemannian structure on the connected component Xi which contains x, 

there is a uniquely defined exponential map exp~ : TxX ~ Xi on a sufficiently 

small neighborhood of the origin in TxX. In this case the geodesic obtained as the 

image by the exponential map exp~ of a line segment containing the origin in the 

tangent space TxX would lie in the connected component Xi. Hence it would be 

just a particular type of W-geodesic, namely one that can be represented over the 

entire interval. However, this is not enough since the geodesic W-paths can have 

their terminal point in other connected components of X and not every geodesic W

path can be represented in its equivalence class by one defined on the whole interval. 

Using the local existence of the exponential map and the groupoid structure we will 

overcome this aspect by constructing a well defined "exponential W-map" which, at 

a point x EX, gives a morphism from TxX to (W, X) as in 3.6. 

We begin by recalling some facts from the Riemannian geometry of manifolds, 

which of course apply to any connected component of X. Recall first that the existence 

of geodesics ci : I ~ Xi depends on the solutions of a certain system of differential 
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equations obtained by writing in local coordinates the equation for geodesics ~ ~ = 0. 

By the existence and uniqueness of solutions of differential equations applied to this 

system we obtain that for every Xo E Xi there exist a neighborhood U C Xi of Xo 

and E > 0 such that for each x E U and each tangent vector v E TxX with length 

less then E there is a unique geodesic ci : ( -2, 2) ---+ Xi satisfying the conditions 

ci(O) = x and ci(O) = v. In this case there is a uniquely defined map denoted 

exp~, given by exp~(v) = ci(l) and the geodesic ci : [0, 1] ---+ Xi can be described 

by the formula ci(t) = exp~(tv). Thus for every i and x E Xi the exponential map 

exp~ is defined throughout a neighborhood of (x, 0) in TxX and it is differentiable. 

Moreover there exists a neighborhood V of the origin in TxX such that exp~lv is a 

diffeomorphism and the image exp~(V) = U c Xi is called a geodesic neighborhood 

of x. If the open ball B(O, 8) C TxX is such that B(O, 8) C V then we call the image 

exp~(B(O, 8)) = B(x, 8) the geodesic ball centered at x and ofradius 8. The boundary 

of the geodesic ball is a submanifold of codimension one in Xi which is orthogonal to 

the geodesics rays issuing from X. Furthermore for any point X E Xi there exists a 

neighborhood W of x which is a geodesic neighborhood of each pointy E W. That 

is, a neighborhood W c Xi of x together with a 8 > 0, such that for every y E W, 

the exponential map expt is a diffeomorphism on B(O, 8) c TyX and the geodesic 

ball B(y, 8) contains W. Such of pair (W, 8) is called a totally geodesic neighborhood 

for x. Note that any two points of W can be joined by a unique geodesic in Xi of 

length less than 8. 

The following lemma (compare to Proposition 2.1.8) will allow us to extend the 

image of the exponential map to other connected components Xj of X. 

Lemma 4.2.1. (Lemma 2.1.5 in [GH]) Let Q = X/r.# be a Riemannian orbifold. Let 

g E r.1 with x = a(g) andy = w(g). Let E > 0 be such that B(x, E) and B(y, E) 

are convex geodesic balls at x and y respectively. Then there is an element h of the 

pseudogroup of change of charts of Q which is an isometry from B(x, E) and B(y, E). 

First, the above lemma allows us to consider the following construction. Let 

v E TxX such that the exp~ ( v) is defined. Since the length of the geodesic exp~ (tv) 
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is finite there exists an E > 0 and a subdivision 0 = t 0 :::; t 1 :::; • • • :::; tk = 1 of the 

interval [0, 1] such that B(exp~(tjv), E) are convex geodesic balls for all j = 1, ... , k. 

By applying inductively the above lemma for j = 1, ... , k it is easy to see that we 

obtain a geodesic ~-path c = (g0 , c1 , g1 , c2 , ... , ck, gk) equivalent with the one which 

is obtained as the image exp~(tv), t E [0, 1]. Note that the gj's may be units and 

that each Cj+I(tj) as well as cj(tj) are in the orbit of exp~(tiv). In particular, the 

"end point" w(gk) of the geodesic ~-path cis in the same orbit of exp~(v). Then the 

geodesic ~-path c = (g0 , c1 , g1 , ... , ck, gk) is the image of the map defined on [0, 1], 

where for all 1 :::; j :::; k 

and where Xio = x and the maps 

is the composition of dgj's and parallel transport maps along geodesics Cj· 

The above construction works for any geodesic ~-path and not only for the 

geodesic ~-paths which are equivalent to one that can be represented over the whole 

interval [0, 1]. Note now that if two points X E xi and y E xj (i = j is allowed) 

are joined by a geodesic ~-path c = (g0 , c1 , g1 , ... , ck, gk) then the terminal point 

y = w(gk) depends continuously on the initial vector v = d(g0)-1c(O). Consider any 

geodesic ball By E Xi centered at y and of sufficiently small radius such that there 

exists a section of the target map which is equal to gk at y. Then there is a neigh

borhood Ui E TxX of v such that for any y' E By there exist v' E Uj and a geodesic 

~-path c' from x to y' with initial vector at x equal to v'. Moreover, the geodesic 

~-path c' = (gb, c~, g~, ... , c~, gU can be defined over the same subdivision as c and 

such that each c~ is in the same connected component of X as c1• 

Fix now x E X and consider the set Y C X of all points y E X which can be 

joined to x by ~-geodescics. For each y E Y consider the initial vector v(y) of a such 
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r§ -geodesic. The set of all such vectors 

K := {v(y) J y E Y} C TxX 

is a connected open subset of TxX. Moreover it is star-shaped and clearly contains 

the origin. It is important to note here that given a point y E Y the vector v(y) 

is not unique. There might be more than one equivalence class of geodesic C§-paths 

issuing at x and having the terminal point y and to each equivalence class we can 

associate a such vector. Moreover, if the isotropy group r§x at x is not trivial, then 

any vector ( dg) ( v) with g E r§x is the initial vector of a geodesic r§-path c' connecting 

x to y which is not equivalent to c. For instance, in the case when v = 0 E TxX 

every C§-path (lx, c, g) where c : [0, 1] ---+ X is the constant map at x and g E r§x 

represents an equivalence class of geodesic C§-paths, and for distinct g, g' E r§x the 

constant geodesic C§-paths (lx, c, g) and (lx, c, g') are not equivalent. 

We will define an open cover of Kin the following way. For any v E K choose 

a terminal point of a geodesic C§-path issuing at x with initial vector v, say y E Xj, 

and consider as above the open neighbor hood Uj. Let %' be the collection of all such 

open neighborhoods. 

We will construct now the C§-map C§-expx : K C TxX---+ (r§, X) over the cover%' 

(see 3.6). For every Ui E %' define 

exp~ : Ui ---+ X, v ~---+ y. 

Then exp~ is well defined for all j and it is continuous. Let now vi> vk be vectors 

in K and let Uj and Uk be open neighborhoods given by geodesic balls Byj and Byk 

of the terminal points Yi and Yk, respectively. Assume that Ui n Uk =/:- 0. Then, 

for every V E Uj n U k there are geodesic r§-paths Ck = (g~, c~, g~, ... , C~, g~), and 

d = (gg, c{, g{, ... , c{, g() issuing at x with initial vector v and such that w(g() E Byi 

and w(g~) E Byk· We define 
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to be the composition h!/ohj of sections as in Lemma 4.2.1 such that h-,;1ohj(w(g{)) = 

w(g~). Then the maps exp~k are continuous and 

and 

for all v E Uj n Uk. From the way we constructed the maps ex~k we can see that it 

defines a 1-cocycle over o// which completely characterize ~-expx. 

As in the section 3.6, two ~-maps over two open covers of K are equivalent if 

there is a ~-map over the union of the two covers and which extends the given ones 

on each of them. It is important to note that from the way we constructed the covers 

o// any two ~-maps are equivalent. Therefore there is a uniquely defined morphism 

(4.1) eiPx : K-+ (~,X), 

which associates to any vector v E K the terminal point of an equivalence class of 

geodesic ~-paths whose initial vector is v. Note that this morphism can be actually 

regarded as a groupoid homomorphism from the unit groupoid (K, K) to (~,X). 

We will denote the base map of this homomorphism by expx : K -+ X and we will 

refer to it as of exponential map at x. It associates to any vector v E K the terminal 

point of the unique equivalence class of geodesic ~-paths issuing at x with initial 

vector v.lt is a well defined continuous map. We will say that X is ~-geodesically 

complete if in 4.1 K = TxX (as we will see in section 4.3 this is equivalent to the 

completeness of Q). 

Assume now that X is ~-geodesically complete. With respect to the map expx : 

TxX -+ X we can define a natural continuous (left) action of the groupoid r.1 on TxX 

(see section 3.5) in the following way. If v E TxX and g E r.1 such that a(g) = expx(v), 

we define g.v E TxX to be such that expx(g.v) = w(g). As usual we denote by 

(~ tl< TxX, TxX) the groupoid associated to this action. Furthermore, if we denote by 

1r : ~ tl< TxX -+ r.1 the map (g, v) ~----+ g, then expx induces a homomorphism 

(4.2) 
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In the following lemma we will show that the above groupoid associated to the action 

of C§ on TxX is developable. 

Lemma 4.2.2. The groupoid (C§ 1>< TxX, TxX) is Morita equivalent to the translation 

groupoid (C§x I>< TxX, TxX). 

Proof. We will prove that the isotropy group of any vector of positive length v E TxX 

is trivial and that the isotropy at 0 E TxX is C§x· 

Let v E TxX be a nonzero vector and let c = (g0 , c1, ... , ck, gk) be the geodesic 

C§-path connecting x to expx(v). For simplicity write C§' = {(g,v) I o:(g) = expx(v)} 

for the space of arrows of the groupoid (C§ 1>< TxX, TxX) and recall that the source 

and the target map in this groupoid are o:'(g, v) = v, the projection and w'(g, v) = 
g.v, the action. The isotropy group C§~ of v consists of those arrows in C§' with 

o:'(g, v) = w'(g, v), i.e. of those g E C§ such that o:(g) = expx(v) and g.v = v. Then 

expx(g.v) = expx(v) which implies that for every element (g, v) E C§~ the arrow g has 

to be an element of C§exp,(v)· 

Note now that if g E C§exp,(v) is not a unit and if o:(g) = w(gk) is the terminal point 

of the c then the geodesic C§-path d = (g0 , c1 , ... , ck, gkg) connecting x to expx (g. v) is 

not in the same equivalence class as c. This follows from the fact that C§ is Hausdorff 

together with the Remark 3.7.2 (d). Indeed, since the geodesic C§-paths c and c' are 

represented over the same subdivision they are equivalent if there exist continuous 

maps hi : [ti_1 , ti] ~ C§ with o:(hi(t)) = Ci(t) and w(hi(t)) = cHt) and such that 

g~hi(ti) = hi+I(ti)gi for all 1 ::; i < k and gb = h1(0)g0 and gk = g~hk(l) (see Figure 

3.4). Moreover since C§ is Hausdorff the maps hi are unique. However, in our case 

hi(t) is a unit for all i and t and then the condition gkg = gkhk(l) implies g = lwgk, 

i.e. g is a unit. Therefore the isotropy group C§~ = (lexp,(v), v) is trivial for any 

nonzero v E TxX. 

At 0 E TxX the isotropy group C§~ is isomorphic to C§x as for every element g E C§x 

the C§-paths (lx, c, g) are geodesic C§-paths of length zero and expx(g.O) = expx(O) = 

x. 

To finally prove that (C§ 1>< TxX, TxX) is Morita equivalent to the groupoid (C§x 1>< 

TxX, TxX) we make use of Remark 3.5.1. Since (C§, X) is proper and etale (as it 
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represents the orbifold Q = X/r.1) and the tangent space TxX is Hausdorff, then the 

groupoid (r.1 ~ TxX, TxX) represents an orbifold TxX/r.1 over Q. However, in the 

space of orbits Xjr.§ every element has trivial isotropy group except the zero vector 

whose isotropy group can be identified with the group r.1x. Thus orbifold TxX/r.1 

can be represented by the translation groupoid groupoid (r.1x ~ TxX, TxX) and the 

conclusion follows. 0 

At the level of spaces of orbits, the homomorphism in 4.2 gives a well defined 

orbifold map which we will denote Exp~ : T~Q = TxXfr.1x -t Q = Xjr.§ where 

q(x) = ~ E IQI, and whose base map IExp~l associates to any "short" e E IT~QI, the 

projection q(expx(v)) where v E TxX such that v = dg0 (e) where g0 is the element of 

r ~which lifts~ to x. Note that this map is also good and that it coincides with the 

one considered by Ruan and Chen in [CR]. 

4.3 Geodesically complete orbifolds 

Note that the construction above works for "short" vectors v E TxX and we would like 

to investigate whether a such of orbifold exponential map can be defined for vectors 

of any length. Similar to the manifold case, we will call an orbifold geodesically 

complete if the orbifold exponential map Expx : TxQ -t Q is defined for all TxQ. 

This is equivalent to the condition that for every x E X the exponential map expx is 

defined on all TxX, i.e. any geodesic r.1-path starting at x can be extended infinitely. 

By analogy, we will say in this situation that X is r.1-geodesically complete. We will 

see that this is always the case when the orbifold Q is complete. 

In what follows, using the connectedness of Q (or equivalently the r.1-connectedness 

of X) we will introduce a pseudodistance topology on X which locally agrees the 

induced topology on X by the Riemannian structure (this could be easily avoided, 

it just make the analogy with the manifold case simpler). Define the r.1-distance 

between the two points by 
k 

dc.1(x, y) = inf{L d(xi, Yi)}, 
i=l 
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where the infimum is considered on all possible sequences (x1 , y1 , ... , XkJ Yk) and for 

all k and where d( ·, ·) denotes the distance induced by the Riemannian metric on each 

connected component in X. Note that dr.1 defines a pseudodistance on X (it is not a 

distance since any two distinct points in the same orbit have dr.1 distance zero) and 

that its restriction to each connected component Xi C X is a distance which agrees 

with the one induced by the Riemannian structure. This implies that the topology 

on each component is the same as the one induced (as the subspace topology) by 

the pseudodistance topology given by dr.1 on X. Therefore, with respect to this 

pseudodistance topology, the exponential map expx : K -+ X is continuous. Note 

that the pseudodistance topology on X is not Hausdorff (it is not even Kolgomorov 

(To)) but as we mentioned before it is locally Hausdorff. The natural projection 

q: X-+ IQI is an isometry. Furthermore, we say that a geodesic ~-path between two 

points is minimal if it realizes the ~-distance between the two points. 

We will say that a sequence { x(n) }n of points in X is ~-convergent to a point 

x E X if it is convergent in the pseudodistance topology, i.e. if for every E > 0 there 

is n(e) such that for any n 2: n(e) we have dr.1(x(n), x) < E. As expected the limit point 

of the sequence x<n) is not unique and obviously any other point in the orbit of x will 

also be the limit point. In a similar way we say that the sequence x(n) of points in 

X is ~-fundamental if for every E > 0 there is n(e) such that for any n, m 2: n(e) we 

have ~(x(n), x(m)) < E. It is easy to see that the completeness of IQI is equivalent 

with the ~-completeness of X via the projection q: X-+ IQI. 
The following proposition is an important property of geodesically complete orb

Holds. 

Proposition 4.3.1. If a connected Riemannian orbifold Q = X/~ is geodesically 

complete then any two points can be joined by a minimal geodesic ~-path. 

Proof. Let x andy be two points in X and let r denote the ~-distance between them. 

Consider a geodesic ball B(x, 8) at x (note that this ball is contained in the connected 

component of X containing x). The boundary of this ball is quasi-compact in the 
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pseudometric topology and since the function 

dc,g(y, ·):X-+ IR 

is continuous, there exist a point in x0 E aB(x, <5) such that dc,g(y, aB(x, <5)) attains 

its minimum. Then x0 = expx ( c5v) for some v E TxX with norm one. 

Since X is r.1 -geodesically complete, there is an equivalence class of geodesic r.§

paths issuing from x with velocity v and which can be extended indefinitely. We will 

show that these geodesic r.1 paths intersect the orbit through y and therefore there 

exists a geodesic r.1-path in this equivalence class which contain y. Moreover, we well 

prove that the length of this geodesic is equal to r. 

Similar to the manifold case we will prove that a point which moves along one 

of the geodesic r.1-paths as above must get closer (with respect to dc,g) to y. Let c 

be a such geodesic r.1-path which is represented over an admissible cover of [0, oo) by 

a sequence c = (g0 , c1 , g1, ... , 9k-l, ck, .. . ). For convenience we will denote c(t) the 

point ci(t) fortE [ti-l, ti]· 

Consider the equation 

dc,g(c(t), y) = r- t 

and let A be the set of points in [0, r] for which the equation holds. 

A is not empty since the above equation is satisfied for t = 0 and it is clearly 

closed. Let t* be a point in A. We will show that if t* < r then the equation holds 

for t* + <5' for some sufficiently small <5' > 0. This would imply that sup A = r and 

since A is closed we can conclude that r E A, i.e. c(r) is in the orbit of y. Denote 

x* = c( t*) E X and consider a geodesic ball B ( x*, <5') at x*. Let x~ E a B ( x*, <5') be 

the point which minimizes the r.1 -distance dc,g (y, a B ( x*, <5')). Note that the Lemma 

4.2.1 allows us to assume without loss of generality that [t*- <5', t* + <5'] c (ti-l, ti) 

for some i. Then it suffices to show that the point x~ equals c(t* + <5'). 
Note first that 

dc,g(c(t*),y) = inf (dc.f(x*,z) +dc,g(z,y)) = <5' +dc,g(x~,y) 
zEoB(x• ,8') 

and since dc,g ( c( t*), y) = r - t*, it follows that 

r- t* = <5' + dc,g(x~, y) = dc,g(c(t* + <5'), y), 
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i.e. 

d~(c(t* + 8'), y) = r- (t* + 8'). 

To prove now that x~ = c(t* + 8'), note that r- t* = 8' + d~(x~, y) implies 

d~(x, x~) 2:: d~(x, y)- d~(y, x~) = r- (r- t*- 8') = t* + 8'. 

On the other hand, the f"# -distance between x and x~ measured along the geodesic 

f"#-path c up to x* and then along the geodesic ray joining x* to x~ gives 

d~(x, x~) ~ d~(x, x*) + d~(x*, x~) = t* + 8'. 

Hence d~(x, x~) = t* +8'. Consider now c(ti_1) which is a point in the same connected 

component of X as x*. Clearly d(c(ti_1), x~) ~ d(c(ti_1), x*)+d(x*, x~). We claim that 

we have equality in the inequality above. Indeed, if we assume that d(c(ti_1), x~) < 
d(c(ti_1), x*) + d(x*, x~) then we have 

t* + 8' = d~(x, x~) ~ d~(x, c(ti_1)) + d(c(ti-1), x~) 

< d~(x, c(ti-1)) + d(c(ti_1), x*) + d(x*, x~) 

= d~(x, x*) + d~(x*, x~) 
= t* + 8' 

which cannot be true. This means that the broken path obtained from the geodesic 

segment cil[ti-I,t*] and the minimal geodesic joining x* = ci(t*) to x~, is distance 

minimizing in the connected component of X containing ci, and so it has to be an 

(unbroken) geodesic, i.e. it coincides with ci. This proves that x~ = c(t* + 8') and 

completes the proof. 0 

The following proposition relates the concepts off"#-completeness and f"#-geodesically 

completeness of X. It is the similar of the Hopf-Rinow theorem in the manifold case. 

Theorem 4.3.2. Let Q = X/f"# be a connected Riemannian orbifold. Then X is 

f# -complete if and only if it is f"# -geodesically complete. 

Thus, a connected Riemannian orbifold Q is complete if and only if it is geodesi

cally complete. 
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Proof. Assume that X is ~-complete and suppose that it is not ~-geodesically com

plete. That means that there exist a point x E X and a (normalized) geodesic 

~-path issuing from x which is defined for t < t* and is not defined for t*. Let 

0 =to < t1 < · · · < tk-1 < t* be a subdivision of [0, t*] and c = (g0, c1, g1, ... , ck) be a 

representative of this geodesic ~-path over it such that ck is defined fort E [tk_1, t*) 

and not for t*. Consider a sequence (tn)n in [0, t*) which converges at t*. We can 

assume without loss of generality that tn E [tk_1, t*). Note that tm is Cauchy and 

therefore for every E > 0 there exists ne such that if n, m > ne then itn - tmi < E. 

Since cis a normalized ~-geodesic, this implies that 

i.e. the sequence ck(tn) is ~-fundamental. Since X is ~-complete, this sequence is 

~-convergent to a pointy EX (actually it is ~-convergent to any point in the orbit 

of y). Let (W, 8) be a totally geodesic neighborhood of y. For 8 > 0 there exists nc5 

such that for n ~ nc5 we have 

We can choose n8 large enough such that (eventually passing to a subsequence) the 

orbits through ck ( tn) have non empty intersection with W. Denote these intersections 

with Xn· It follows that for any n, m ~ nc5 we have 

Then, there exists a unique geodesic connecting Xn to Xm of length smaller than 8. 

Denote c' this geodesic. It is clear that this geodesic is equivalent to Ck whenever this is 

defined. Since expxn is a diffeomorphism on B(O, 8) C TxnX and W C expxJB(O, 8)), 

the geodesic c' can be extended overt*. By replacing inc= (g0 , c1, ... , ck) the geodesic 

ck with c' we obtain a ~-geodesic path issuing at x which is defined beyond t* and 

whose restriction to [0, t*) is equivalent to c, i.e. c can be extended in its equivalence 

class. This leads to a contradiction and proves the claim. 

Conversely, assume that X is ~-geodesically complete. Consider a ~-fundamental 

sequence ( xn )n in X. It is clearly that the set A = { xn I n} is bounded in the ~

distance. Thus there exist a ball B'# centered at a point x E X which contains its 
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closure. By Proposition 4.3.1, there exists a ball B(O, r) C TxX such that B<§ C 

expx(B(O, r)). As the map expx is continuous in the pseudodistance topology and 

B(O, r) is compact in TxX, the image expx(B(O, r)) is quasi-compact in X. Then the 

closure of A is also quasi-compact and so the sequence (xn) contains a ~-convergent 

subsequence and being ~-fundamental, it converges. This proves that X is also~

complete. D 

4.4 Jacobi fields 

Let x, y E X and c = (g0 , c1 , ... , ck) be a geodesic ~-path connecting them over a 

subdivision 0 = to ::; t1 ::; · · · ::; tk = 1. 

Definition 4.4.1. A Jacobi field along c is a sequence J = (J1 , ... , Jk) of vector 

fields Ji along Ci and such that : 

(ii) each Ji is a Jacobi field along ci, i.e. satisfies the Jacobi equation: 

(4.3) 

for any t E [ti-l, ti] and i = 1, ... , k. 

If c is a closed geodesic, a periodic Jacobi field is a Jacobi field such that the 

differential d(g0gk) maps (Jk(1), ~~k (1)) to (J1(0), ~~~ (0)). 

Note that for each i the Jacobi equation 4.3, as a second order differential equation, 

has 2n linearly independent smooth solutions. Since each Ji along the geodesic ci is 

uniquely determined by its initial conditions (Ji(ti_1), ¥t(ti_1)), by condition (i) in 

the Definition 4.4.1 we see that a Jacobi field J along a geodesic ~-path cis uniquely 

determined by (J1 (0), ~~~ (0)). So there are 2n linearly independent Jacobi fields, 

each of which can be defined throughout c. Moreover, note that the vector fields c(t) 

and tc(t) are Jacobi fields along c. The first one has the derivative zero and vanishes 

nowhere, and the second one is zero if and only if t = 0. Note also that the Jacobi 
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fields do not depend on a particular choice of c in its equivalence class. That is, if 

c' = (g~, c~, g~, c~, ... , c~, g~) is another representative of the geodesic ~-path c over 

the same subdivision then J' = (JL J~, ... , J~) given by JI(t) = (dhi(t))Ci(t)(Ji(t)) 

is a Jacobi field along c' which is uniquely determined since the hi's are unique by 

Remark 3.7.2 (d). 

As in the manifold case, one can prove that every Jacobi field along a geodesic 

~-path c may be obtained by a one-parameter variation of c through geodesics. That 

is, a sequence v =(To, v1, T1 , v2 , ... , Tk-I, vk) associated to the division 0 = t0 ::; t 1 ::; 

· · · ::; tk = 1, where 

(i) for each i = 1, ... , k, vi : ( -c, c) x [ti_1 , ti] --+ X are differentiable functions 

such that vi(O, t) = ci(t) and each vi(s), s E ( -c, c) given by vi(s)(t) = vi(s, t) 

is a geodesic, and 

(ii) each Ti : ( -c, c) --+ ~' i = 0, ... , k are ~-valued differentiable functions such 

that Ti(O) = 9i and such that o:(Ti(s)) = vi(s, ti) and w(Ti(s)) = ZIHI(s, ti) for 

any s E ( -c, c) and any i = 0, ... , k- 1. 

We will give a construction of Jacobi fields along a geodesic ~-path using the 

exponential map expx : K --+ X, the base map of the morphism in 4.1. Here we will 

consider only Jacobi fields which satisfy J(O) = 0, but analogous constructions can 

be obtain in the general case. 

Let c be a geodesic ~-path and J a Jacobi field along c with J(O) = 0. Denote 

v = c(O) E Tc(o)X and w = ~{ (0) E Tv(Tc(o)X) and construct a path v(s) in Tc(o)X 

with v(O) = v and v(O) = w. Put 

v(s, t) = expc(o)(tv(s)) 

and define the Jacobi field J along c by 

- av 
J(t) = as (0, t). 
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Note that at s = 0 we have 

Therefore, for t = 0 

DJ D8v 
dt (0) = Bt Bs (0, 0) = (dexpc(o))o(w) = w. 

Since the initial conditions are J(O) = J(O) = 0 and ~{ (0) = ~? (0) = w, from the 

uniqueness of the Jacobi fields, we conclude that J = J. 

We have just proved that if c be a geodesic ~-path, then a Jacobi field J along c 

with J(O) = 0 is given by 

(4.4) 
DJ 

J(t) = (dexpc(o))tc(o)(tdt(O)), t E [0, 1]. 

Definition 4.4.2. A point c(t') EX is conjugate to c(O) EX along the geodesic~

path c if there exists a non-zero Jacobi field along c such that J(O) = 0 = J(t'). The 

maximum number of such linearly independent Jacobi fields is called the multiplicity 

of c(O) and c(t') as conjugate points. 

Note that the multiplicity of two conjugate points never exceeds n- 1. Indeed, 

the dimension of the vector space consisting of all Jacobi fields which vanish at t = 0 

has dimension at most nand the non-zero Jacobi field J(t) = tc(t) never vanishes for 

t # 0. 

Note that this gives on the space of orbits IQI a well defined notion of conjugate 

points along a geodesic path and of their multiplicity. Thus two points x, x' E IQI on a 

geodesic path [c] are conjugate if their lifts to X are conjugate along a representative 

of [c]. 

The relation between the conjugate points and the critical points of the exponential 

map is given by the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.4.3. Let c be a geodesic<§ -path. Then c(t') is conjugate to c(O) along c 

if and only if the vector t' c(O) is a critical point for expc(o). Moreover, the multiplicity 

of c(t') as conjugate point to c(O) is equal to the dimension of the kernel of the linear 

map (dexpc(o))t'c(o). 

Proof. Let J be a non-zero Jacobi field along c which vanishes at 0 and t'. Denote 

v = c(O) and w = J'(O). Then, from 4.4 J(t) = (dexpc(o))tv(tw), t E [0, 1] and 

since (dexpc(o))tv is linear, we have that w # 0, as J is not identically zero. But 

0 = J(t') = (dexpc(o))t'v(t'w) fort'# 0 and w # 0, which is possible if and only if t'v 

is a critical point of the exponential map at c(O). 

For the second part of the proposition note that the Jacobi fields J(l), J(2), ... , J(m) 

along c which are zero at t = 0 are linear independent if and only if the vectors 

(~J(1))(0), ft(J(2))(0), ... , ~(J(m))(O) are linear independent in Tc(o)X. Then, from 

the construction above, we can see that the maximal number of linear independent 

Jacobi fields along c which vanish also at t = t', is equal to the maximal number of 

linear independent vectors such that the linear map (dexpc(o))t'c(o) is zero, i.e. the 

dimension of its kernel. D D 

We say that x is a pole if there are no conjugate points to it on any geodesic 

<i1-path starting at x (or actually on any geodesic <i1-path containing x). Note that if 

x is a pole, there are no Jacobi fields along any geodesic <i1-path starting at x which 

vanish anywhere else than at x. In this case, by the proposition above, we see that 

the exponential map expx has no critical points, hence it is etale. In the next section 

we will prove that every point in an orbifold of nonpositive curvature is a pole. 

4.5 Orbifolds of nonpositive curvature 

Proposition 4.5.1. Let Q be a Riemannian orbifold with nonpositive sectional cur

vature. Then any point of Q is a pole. 

Proof. Let c = (go, c1, g1, ... , ck, gk) be an arbitrary geodesic <i1-path on X, over a 

subdivision 0 = t0 ::::; t1 ::::; · · · ::::; tk = 1, and J = (J1, J 2 , ••• Jk) a non-zero Jacobi filed 



along it which vanishes at zero. Then, for each i = 1, ... , k 

holds for every t E [ti_1, ti], and then 

Hence 

< ~:;i (t), Ji > =- < R(ci(t), Ji(t))ci(t), Ji > ~ o, 

for any t E [ti_1, ti]· Therefore 

!!:_ DJi . - D
2 
Ji . II DJi 112 > 

dt < dt ' J~ > - < dt2 ' J~ > + dt - 0 
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i.e. each function< ¥t, Ji >is monotonically increasing on each [ti_1, ti] and strictly 

increasing if ¥t =I 0 on [ti-l,ti]· 

Note that the condition (i) in the Definition 4.4.1 together with the fact that r.1 is 

a groupoid of local isometries imply that< ¥t(ti), Ji(ti) > = < D~~- 1 (ti), Ji-l(ti) >, 

for any i = 1, ... , k-1. This defines a continuous function on the interval [0, 1], which 

we will denote by < ~{ , J >. Moreover, this function is monotonically increasing on 

[0, 1] and strictly increasing if ~{ =I 0 on [0, 1]. 

Suppose now that c(O) has a conjugate points along c. Choose the first one. 

Then, there exists a Jacobi field as above and t' E (0, 1] such that Ji(t') = 0 for some 

i E {1, 2, ... , k }, and so < ¥t, Ji > vanishes at t'. Therefore < ~{, J > vanishes at 

both 0 and t', hence it has to vanish identically on [0, t']. This implies that ~~1 (0) = 0 

and since J1 (0) = 0, we have that J _ 0, which contradicts the fact that J is a non

zero Jacobi field. Hence there are no conjugate points to c(O) along c, and since cis 

arbitrary, c(O) is a pole and of course any point of Q is a pole. D 

In particular, for an orbifold Q = Xjr.§ of nonpositive curvature, the exponential 

map expx : TxX -t X has no critical points, hence is etale. In what follows we will 

show that if the orbifold is also complete the exponential map is also a covering map. 

This will give a proof of Gromov's developability theorem. 
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Proposition 4.5.2. Let Q = Xjt§ be a complete Riemannian orbifold with nonposi

tive sectional curvature. Then for any x E X the exponential map expx : TxX --+ X 

has the path lifting property. In particular, expx is a covering map. 

Proof. Since the orbifold is complete, the exponential map expx : TxX --+ X is defined 

for all the points x E X and is surjective. Since Q has nonpositive curvature, it is 

also etale. 

This allows us to introduce a Riemannian metric on the tangent space TxX such 

that expx : TxX --+ X is a local isometry. Indeed, consider u E TxX and put for any 

v, wE Tu(TxX) e:= TxX 

where Pexp.,(u) denotes the inner product metric on the tangent space at expx(u) to 

X induced by the Riemannian metric on the connected component of X containing 

expx(u). Note that since the Riemannian metric is invariant, the definition is good in 

the sense that it does not depend on a particular choice in the fiber above expx ( u). 

Then f-Lu defines an inner product in each tangent space Tu(TxX) rv TxX which 

clearly varies smoothly with respect to u E TxX, i.e. defines a metric on TxX and 

the exponential map is a local isometry. Note that, by Proposition 4.3.2, this metric 

is also complete, since the geodesics in TxX through the origin are straight lines. 

We will show now that expx has the path lifting property. Let c = (go, c1, g1, ... , ck, gk) 

be an arbitrarily rectifiable r.1 -path in X, over a subdivision 0 = t 0 < t1 < · · · < tk = 
1. Assume that c(O) = x E X and consider the origin 0 E TxX. Then expx(O) = x 

and since expx is a local diffeomorphism at 0 we can lift c in a small neighborhood of 

x. That is, there exists c > 0 such that we can define c: [0, c] --+ TxX with c = 0 and 

expx(C) = cl[o,c]· Denote by A C [0, 1] the set of values for which the r.1-path c can be 

lifted to a path starting from 0 E TxX. Then A is nonempty and since expx is a local 

diffeomorphism on all TxX, A is open and connected in [0, 1]. That is, A = [0, t'). 

If we show that t' is also in A, then A would be also closed and it will follow that 

A= [0, 1]. This means that the r.1-path c can be lifted throughout the whole interval 

[0, 1], i.e. expx has the path lifting property. 
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To show that t' E A, let t(m), m = 1, ... be an increasing sequence in A such 

that lim t(m) = t'. Since t' E (0, 1], there is i E 1, 2, ... , k such that ti-l < t' ::; ti, 

and without loss of generality we can assume that ti-l < t(m) ::; t' ::; ti for all m. 

Note now that the set {C(t(m))} is contained in a compact subset K C TxX. Indeed, 

otherwise, since TxX is complete the set {C(t(m))} would be unbounded, and so the 

distance between c(t(m)) and c(ti_1) could be made arbitrarily large. However this is 

not possible since 

and the length of ci is finite. 

The completeness of TxX and the fact that {C(t(m))} C K imply that there is 

an accumulation point v E TxX of {C(t(m))}. Let V be a neighborhood of v such 

that expxlv is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of expx(v) E Xi. Then 

ci(t') E expx(V) and by continuity of ci there is a subinterval I C [ti-l, ti] containing 

t' such that ci(I) C expx(V). Since expxlv is a diffeomorphism there is a lift of ciii 

through v, say c. But v E V is an accumulation point for {C(t(m))}, so there exists 

an index m such that C(t(m)) E V. Since exlv is bijective the lifts c and c coincide 

on the interval [ti_1 , t(m)) n I. Hence cis an extension of c to I and soc is defined 

at t', i.e. t' E A. This completes the proof that expx has the path lifting property. 

Note that equivalent ~-paths in X lift to the same path in TxX. In particular expx 

maps the terminal point of the lift c to the terminal point of c. Since expx is etale 

and surjective, it is a covering map. D 

Theorem 4.5.3. (Gromov) Every connected complete Riemannian orbifold with non

positive curvature is developable. 

Proof. Let Q =X/~ be a such orbifold. By the previous proposition the homomor

phism (1r, expx) : (~ ~ TxX, TxX) ---* (~,X) (see 4.2) is a covering. By Lemma 4.2.2 

the groupoid (~ ~ TxX, TxX) developable. This implies that (~,X) is developable 

and thus Q is developable. D 
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Remark 4.5.4. The same proof works for the case when Q = X/'# is a complete 

Riemannian orbifold which contains a pole by using the exponential map at the pole. 

In the similar way we can prove that the exponential map is a covering map (it is 

etale, surjective and has the path lifting property). Then the homomorphism given 

by 4.2 is a covering one which implies the developability of('#, X), i.e. that of Q. · 

4.6 Loop spaces for orbifolds of nonpositive cur

vature 

The study of loop spaces of manifolds has proved very important in geometry, topol

ogy, representation theory, and more recently, string theory. If we regard orbifolds as 

a generalization of manifolds, it is a natural question to ask how much of the classical 

theory for loop spaces can be generalized to the orbifold setting. In this section we 

combine some known results with some new ideas and present a few open problems 

for further study. 

For an orbifold Q =X/'# we have introduced in section 3.7 the set Ox,y of equiv

alence classes of continuous '#-paths connecting x toy, and Ox the set of continuous 

based '#-loops to be the union of sets Ox= Ox,x of closed '#-paths based at x. As in 

the manifold case (see [Kl]) one can prove that these spaces have a natural structure 

of Banach manifolds (see [GH]). We have also seen that there is a natural continuous 

(right) action of'# on the space of based loops over the projection p : Ox -t X, 

which associates to any equivalence class [c]x E Ox its base point x E X. Given 

an element [c]x E Ox represented by a '#-loop c = (go, g1 , ... , ck, gk) based at x and 

an element g E '#such that a(g) = x, we define ([c]x).g to be the equivalence class 

of based '#-loops at w(g) represented by e.g = (g-1g0, c1 , ... , ck, gkg). The groupoid 

(Ox :>4 '#,Ox) associated to this action (see section 3.5) is called the loop groupoid 

of ('#,X). An important property is that the Morita equivalence class of this loop 

groupoid depends only on the Morita equivalence class of ('#,X). In the case when 

('#,X) represents an orbifold structure Q, the loop groupoid represents an infinite 
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dimensional (Banach) orbifold structure AQ = Ox/'# over Q (see Remark 3.5.1). 

The base space IAQI of this infinite dimensional orbifold is called the "space" of con

tinuous free orbifold loops ('#-loops) on Q. The projection q : X --+ IQI induces a 

map IAQI --+ AIQI which associates to every free orbifold loop on Q a free loop on 

the topological space IQI. The subset IA0QI C IAQI of free orbifold loops projecting 

to constant loops on IQI inherits a natural orbifold structure. It is denoted A0Q and 

called the inertia orbifold. It can also be viewed as the suborbifold of AQ invariant 

under the natural action of § 1. In particular if Q is a smooth manifold, this gives 

the well known construction of the path and the loop spaces. For manifolds the fixed 

point set of the § 1 action can be identified with the manifold itself, but for orbifolds 

the fixed point set (i.e. the inertia orbifold) is a suborbifold of AQ lying above Q. 

As in the section 3.8, we can associate classifying spaces to both AQ and A0Q, 

which we denote BAQ and BA0Q. Theorem 3.2.2 of [GH) shows that the functor B 

"commutes" with the construction of loop spaces, in the sense that there is a weak 

homotopy equivalence 

BAQ ~ABQ, 

where ABQ denotes the loop space of the classifying space of Q. Therefore ABQ 

can be thought of as the classifying space for the orbifold AQ. Theorem 3.2.2 [GH) 

further shows that the space nx has the same weak homotopy type as OzBQ, where 

z is a point in BQ projecting to the same point in IQI as x E X. An important 

consequence of this is the fact that the homotopy type of nx is independent of the 

base point x. If the orbifold is connected the same is true for the path space nx,y· 
Similar results hold for the inertia orbifold. The ghost loop space A 0 BQ C ABQ 

is defined as the subspace of the loop space of BQ whose elements project under 
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1r : BQ -t IQI to constant loops, and it is shown in [LU3] that 

For a manifold M, there is a powerful relationship between the algebraic topology 

of the loop space 2M and that of M. The standard loop fibration shows that 

1fi-l (2M) = 7ri(M). It turns out that there is an extension of this to the orbifold 

(and even orbispace) setting. This approach is used in [C] to give an alternative way 

of defining the orbifold homotopy groups. Recall that these homotopy groups reflect 

properties of the underlying orbifold structure of Q and are not simply topological 

invariants of the base space I Q I· 
Another interesting aspect is the connection between the geometric structure of 

an orbifold and its orbifold structure. An example in this sense is provided by the 

previous section, where we have seen that the assumption of nonpositive curvature 

(a geometric condition) gives developability. 

For manifolds, Morse theory provides a powerful tool that connects the algebraic 

topology of the loop space 2M to the geometry of M. This involves studying the 

energy functional on the path space [Mi]. It would be interesting to develop an 

analogue of this for the orbifolds. It would also be interesting to develop a Morse 

theoretic model for orbifold cohomology, which was introduced by Ruan and Chen in 

[CR] and is a new homology theory for orbifolds that incorporates the twisted sectors. 

As the energy function is not defined on the spaces of continuous orbifold paths 

(loops), we have to consider certain subsets of orbifold paths (equivalence classes of 

~-paths), namely those of class H 1
. If Q =X/~ is a complete Riemannian orbifold, 

such an orbifold path is represented by a ~-path c = (g0, c1 , ... , ck, 9k) defined over a 

subdivision 0 = t 0 :::; t 1 :::; ... :::; tk = 1 but with the additional requirement that each 

ci is of class H 1 , i.e. that ci is absolutely continuous with velocity function t ~--+ I£\ ( t) I 
square integrable. 

As before we define n~,y to be the completion of set of orbifold paths of class H 1 

connecting X to y' and n~ = UxEX n~ the set of based orbifold loops of class H 1. 
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Similar to the case of continuous orbifold paths one can prove that these sets have a 

natural structure of Riemannian Hilbert manifolds. Moreover, the natural action of 

r,§ on n X restricts to an action by isometries on n~. Therefore on the quotient space 

n~,y/fi§ we get a structure of Riemannian Hilbert orbifold which we denote as A'Q. 

The set IA'0QI of fixed points of the natural § 1 action on the space of free orbifold 

loops of class H 1 has a suborbifold structure denoted A'0Q. In Proposition 3.3.5 of 

[GH] the authors prove that the natural inclusions 

are continuous and are homotopy equivalences. In particular, if Q is connected, D~,y 

has the same weak homotopy type as the space of loops on BQ based at a fixed point. 

The induced inclusion BA'Q----+ BAQ is also a homotopy equivalence. 

The energy function is defined on all these spaces and it is invariant under the 

action of fi§, thus it gives a well defined function on the quotient IA'QI. The critical 

points [c]x,y of Eon n~,y are the geodesics r.1-paths from X toy and the critical points 

[c]x of E on D~ are either points in D'~ (i.e. based r.1-loops of length zero) or closed 

geodesic r.1-paths at x. 

Recall that for orbifolds that are global quotients (e.g. complete orbifolds of 

nonpositive curvature), the path and loop spaces admit a more concrete description 

as follows. The space Dx,y of equivalences classes of continuous orbifold paths from x 

to y is in bijective correspondence with the set of pairs (c, !"), where c : [0, 1] ----+ X 

is a continuous path in X starting at x and /" is an element of r which maps c(1) 

to y. In particular, any equivalence class [c]x of orbifold loops based at a point x is 

uniquely described by a pair (c, !")where this time')' is an element of r mapping c(1) 

to x. If moreover the manifold X is assumed to be simply connected then the set of 

homotopy classes of free orbifold loops is in bijective correspondence with the set of 

conjugacy classes in r. Furthermore, if c : [0, 1] ----+ X is just the constant map at x, 

then the pair (c, !")with')' E r X defines an element of lA 0QI. At the level of groupoids, 

if (r 1>< X, X) is the translation groupoid associated to the action of r on X (it is also 

the proper etale groupoid describing the orbifold structure Q = X/f) then the loop 
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groupoid is also developable. In fact it is Morita equivalent to a translation groupoid, 

defined in the following way (see [LU1]). The set of objects is given by the disjoint 

union of sets f!JJ'Y of all pairs (c, 1), where 1 E r and c : [0, 1] -+ X is a continuous 

path such that c(O) = w(g) and c(1) = a(g). On this set there is a natural r left 

action by r by translation in the first component and conjugation in the second one: 

8. ( c, r) ~--+ ( 8.c, 818-1
). Then the loop groupoid is Morita equivalent to the translation 

groupoid associated to this action 

( r x II f!JJ'Y , II f!JJ'Y). 
'YEr 'YEr 

The elements in f!JJ 'Y which are invariant under the natural § 1 action can be identified 

with the set pairs (x, r) where 1 E rand x belongs to the set X'Y of points of X fixed 

by the action of r· Then the inertia groupoid is Morita equivalent to the translation 

groupoid 

( r x II X'Y x {,}, II X'Y x {,}) . 
'YEr 'YEr 

In the case when Q = Q jr is a complete orbifold of non positive curvature, there 

is an exact description of the space of geodesics connecting two points x andy in the 

orbifold. Since Q is complete and has nonpositive curvature, the manifold Q is also 

complete and also has nonpositive curvature. It follows that for any two points x and 

yin Q which project to x andy respectively, there is precisely one geodesic connecting 

them. This gives a unique geodesic orbifold path for each element 1 E r. Note that 

we can identify r with 1r!rb ( Q). If we assume that the fundamental theorem for Morse 

theory holds, then the homotopy type of the path space nx,y (or equivalently n~,y) is 

that of a 0-dimensional CW complex with one cell for each homotopy class in 1rrb(Q). 

Another interesting problem is that of the existence of closed geodesics of positive 

length on compact Riemannian orbifolds. In [GH] this question is answered in the 

affirmative for bad orbifolds. For two dimensional orbifolds, one can also prove the 

existence of closed geodesics of positive length as follows. It follows mainly from the 

fact that in dimension d = 2 every good orbifold is actually very good, i.e. it admits 
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a finite cover by a manifold (see Theorem 2.5 in [Sc]). Morse theory for compact 

manifolds provides a closed geodesic on the finite cover, and this pushes down to a 

closed geodesic on the orbifold. 

For orbifolds of dimension d > 2 the problem of existence of closed geodesics 

of positive length is still open. The best results on this problem are contained in 

Theorem 4.2.1 of [GH]. 

The only remaining case is that of a compact Riemannian orbifold which is a 

global quotient M jr of a Riemannian manifold M by an infinite group r acting 

by isometries properly discontinuously such that all of the elements of r have finite 

order (see Remark 4.2.2. in [GH]). Of particular interest here is the case when Q 

is a compact orbifold of nonpositive curvature. Of course the answer follows if one 

shows Q is very good, and perhaps every compact Riemannian orbifold of non positive 

curvature is very good. On the other hand, even if they are not all very good, perhaps 

every compact Riemannian orbifold of nonpositive curvature admits a manifold cover 

Q -t Q with 1r1 (Q) nontrivial. (In this case Q -t Q is a universal cover and 1ri(Q) = 

1ri( Q) = 0 for all i ~ 2.) Morse theory for manifolds shows that Q contains a nontrivial 

closed geodesic since 1r 1 =!= 1, and this geodesic pushes down to a closed geodesics of 

positive length on the orbifold Q. 
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